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Abstract

The objective of this project is to develop design techniques for switched capacitor signal

processing circuits that take advantage of scaled technologies and closely approach their fundamen

tal limits in area and power.

In the past, switched capacitor circuits for communications had to use both large power sup

plies and large devices to achieve sufficient gain and dynamic range. Today, scaled technologies

are available. However, scaling generally increases flicker noise and reduces operational amplifier

gain and output swing. This project is aimed at developing circuit solutions to these and other

problems associated with technology scaling. To allow the use of minimum-sized transistors in the

operational amplifier without degrading noise performance, chopper stabilization is used. Class AB

operational amplifier architectures are used to allow large capaciuve load charging currents without

the large VDSAT values and poor swing associated with large bias currents in minimum-sized dev

ices. Fully differential architectures are used to preserve supply rejection and dynamic range.

An experimental fifth order elliptic PCM low-pass filter using these techniques has been

fabricated in a 3-\un CMOS technology. This experimental chip achieves an area of 200 mil2 per

pole. Measured results for a±2i V power supply are: a dynamic range of 87 dB, and a power

supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of 40 dB over 1MHz range.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

One important aspect of VLSI is the reduction of area. Both analog and digital integrated

circuits use less area in scaled technologies than in non-scaled technologies. For the past ten years,

digital signal processing circuits have taken advantage of scaled technologies that have resulted in

dramatic area reduction and, hence, high level integration. Analog signal processing circuits, how

ever, do not scale as easily as digital circuits due to certain fundamental as well as practical limit

ing factors. In particular, as the feature size is reduced, the KT/C noise increases and the power

supply voltage is reduced, facts that pose some ultimate limitation to the achievable dynamic range

of scaled analog circuits. Because digital circuits have been easier to scale than analog circuits,

digital signal processing techniques are becoming more popular than in the past

Digital techniques are robust to variations in temperature and minimum feature size because

of the discrete nature of their amplitudes. Analog signals, on the other hand, are continuous in

amplitude and are therefore more easily corrupted by those factors mentioned than digital signals.

Because of this fundamental difference, there are some areas where analog and digital techniques

rarely compete with each other. For example, digital techniques, are suitable for processing

discrete variables in digital environments e.g. programmable algorithms, adaptation, frequency deci

mation. Analog techniques, on the other hand, are best suited for interfacing the analog world to

digital environments (e.g. DSP and microprocessor). The following functions are often needed in

such analog-to-digital conversion: low noise amplification, prefiltering and equalizing. The ques

tion as to whether to use analog or digital techniques is controversial only in the area of applica

tions where both techniques can provide viable solutions. In this case, the choice between analog

or digital processing techniques depends on many factors such as cost, reliability and function per

formance. For example, a two pole prefilter in a system can be easily implemented by switched
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capacitor techniques, because just two op-amp's, several capacitors and several switches are

required. A digital approach is not cost effective in this case, since analog to digital conversion,

registers, ALU, etc are necessary to perform digital filtering. However, the above argument may

not be true if, say, 15 poles of filtering is required, because CAD tools may make the digital design

easy and turn-around time fast.

In principle, except for analog-to-digital conversions digital approaches can do what analog

techniques can do. Then, there are, at least, two options to reduce the area. One choice is to use

mostly digital techniques. The other alternative is to develop a way to scale analog circuits and

continue using the analog techniques. The latter choice is the one discussed in this thesis.

Specifically, the discussion concerns switched capacitor signal processing circuits. It will be shown

that analog signal processing techniques are viable and valuable methods of taking advantage of

scaled technologies, especially, in the low power and high frequency applications [1,2].

1.1. Motivations and Objectives

Switched capacitor techniques provide stability and accuracy to the MOS analog signal pro

cessing circuits. With the continuous evolution of scaled technologies, many complicated designs

of telephony applications today provide entire functions on a chip, which particularly heavily

depend on switched capacitor techniques [3-9].

Although there is improvement in the level of integration due to scaled technologies,

switched capacitor processing circuits today are not scaling as fast as digital circuits; furthermore,

switched capacitor circuits use power supplies and technologies that are not compatible with state

of art digital technologies.

The main topics of this thesis are to identify the problems associated with the scaling of

switched capacitor signal processing circuits, explore system and circuit solutions to minimize or

remove the impact of the performance degradation due to scaling, and achieve the smallest possible

area and power consumption for a prototype circuit. As a vehicle to test the feasibility of proposed
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circuit approaches for scaling analog circuits, a PCM filter using switched capacitor techniques has

been implemented. Such a filter was chosen because it has been widely used in telecommunication

and has well defined frequency response and signal-to-noise ratio requirement. The prototype scal

able PCM SCF achieves an area of only 200 mi/2/pole relative to 400 /ro72/pole of commercial pro

duct available today.

12. Outline

In chapter 2, MOS scaling concepts and objectives are discussed first. Then, the definition,

advantages and problems of the three commonly used scaling laws, namely, CE (Constant field),

CV (Constant Voltage) and QCV (Quasi Constant Field) are considered.

Chapter 3 deals with the circuit parameter performance of scaled MOS devices. First order

equations are employed in order to be able to quickly perceive the parameter performance change

by device scaling. Applying scaled device parameters, the performance ofa basic two stage CMOS

op-amp under scaling laws is discussed.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the performance degradation of scaled analog MOS circuits.

These problems can be fundamental or practical The most obvious ones are the increase of noise

and the decrease of gain and voltage swing.

In chapter 5, design techniques for scalable MOS analog circuits are proposed. A system

approach and op-amp design techniques are key solutions to the problems associated with scaling.

Chapter 6 describes the design and implementation of a prototype scalable filter using

switched capacitor techniques with all the design approaches given in Chapter 5. Measured filter

dataandjustification of circuit techniques employed will be discussed.

Chapter 7 discusses the fundamental/practical scaling limits for MOS devices and their circuit

applications. Short channel effects that degrade circuit performance will be identified.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws conclusions from this project and gives possible future directions of

switched capacitor signal processing circuits using scaled technologies.



CHAPTER 2

SCALING CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

The basic MOS CE (constant field) scaling law proposed by Dennard et. al. [10 ] in the early

1970's has been intensively used to maintain electrical characteristics of conventional long channel

MOS devices and achieve improved performance of LSI circuits. Following the advent of the

VLSI era however, CE scaling results in a degradation of the available dynamic range and lack of

TTL compatibility. To avoid this problem non-constant field scaling laws, namely CV (Constant

Voltage) and QCV (Quasi-Constant Voltage) [11 ] scaling laws are used instead. The QCV law

provides optimal driving capability in digital circuits [11 ] and optimal overall performance in ana

log circuits [12 ].

Scaled MOS devices are most useful if the long channel characteristics can be maintained. A

generalized scaling criterion [13 ] can be employed to monitor the usefulness of scaling laws.

In this chapter, scaling objectives, the scaling strategies, Le. CE, CV, QCV, anda generalized

criterion will be discussed. Device parameters after scaled by CE, CV and QCV laws and their

application in analog building blocks will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.1. Objectives of Scaling

Improved performance of the MOS devices and a reduction of the RC time constants associ

ated with the parasitic elements by scaling the device dimensions allow fast access time and a

higher clocking rate in digital circuits. Practical data exhibiting these improvements have been

reported numerously elsewhere.

In MOS analog applications, particularly in sampled data analog circuits such as switched

capacitor filters, CCD's etc, one can take advantage of scaled MOS devices to extend the frequency

range into the MHz range [14,15] for applications such as clock recovery in data communication
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systems, intermediate frequency in communication receivers, video processing in television

receivers, and signal processing in LAN (Local Area Network). The extended capabilities are

obtained not only from a reduction in RC time constants but also smaller interelectrode capaci

tances e.g. Ctt% which result in higher device unity gain bandwidth. Analog building blocks such as

op-amps and comparators can run at faster speed with smaller area and lower power consumption.

(Chapter 3).

One important advantage of the scalable analog circuits is the use of a power supply voltage

which is compatible with digital technology. More analog functions can thus be integrated with

digital circuits on the same chip. This higher level integration has been the major thrust driven by

area reduction, yield increase and cost reduction using scaling technologies.

Several scaling laws that alleviate the short channel effects (Chapter 7) will be discussed in

the following section.

22. Scaling Laws

2.2.1. Constant Field Scaling [10 ]

Table 2.1 lists three scaling laws, namely, CE, CV and QCV. In CE or constant field scaling

[10 ], horizon dimensions (channel width Wand channel length L), vertical dimension (gate oxide

thickness O and power supply are scaled by the same factor k. The substrate doping is increased

by a factor of k. Fig. 2.1 shows the cross section of aCE scaled MOS device. Because all voltages

including the threshold voltage, and dimensions including the depletion layer width are reduced by

the same factor k, the internal electric field is unchanged after CE scaling.

According to CE scaling, the maximum available output voltage becomes smaller, and it is

not compatible with the existing TTL digital circuits. Because KT/C noise and 1/f noise are not

scaled (Chapter 3), a smaller output swing results which severely degrades the signal to noise ratio

in MOS analog applications. Another problem associated with CE scaling is the severe decrease of
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Device Parameters

Voltage

Horizontal dimensions

Gate oxide thickness

Constant Field

1/k

1/k

1/k

Constant Voltage

1/k

1/**

Quasi-Constant Voltage

1/*
}A

1/k

1/k

Doping Concentration

Table 2.1 Definition of scaling laws

the drain current when the channel length is shorter than 1 \im due to impurity scattering effects

[11 ]. The problems ofTTL incompatibility, decrease of the drain current and degradation of the

dynamic range by CE scaling can be solved by non-constant field scaling.

22.2. Constant Voltage Scaling

MOS devices by non-constant field scaling exhibit better current driving capability [11 ] and

wider bandwidth than CE scaling. However non-constant field scaling can lead to high drain field,

hot electron related problems and operation close todrain breakdown (Chapter 7).

In the CV or Constant Voltage scaling law, as its name implies, the circuit voltage is not

scaled. Horizontal dimensions (channel length Land channel width W) and substrate doping NB are

scaled by the same factors as those ofCE scaling (Table 2.1). The vertical dimension however is

scaled by a smaller factor V3E. The factor V* has been chosen as most of the literatures [10 ,11 ,12

,19 ] and does not have any physical significance. The increase ofdrain current ID and device con

ductance gm results in better driving capability in digital circuits and larger unity gain bandwidth in

the MOS op-amp design.

For a short channel length (L < 2.5 n), the reduction ofdrain current due to the saturation of

the drift velocity becomes significant It is especially a problem for submicron devices (0.5 u,) with

CV scaling, because the combined effects of the velocity saturation and the degenerated source

resistance reduce the drain current severely [11 ]. QCV is aimed to relieve both constraints espe

cially when the channel length is shrunk to submicron region.
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223. Quasi Constant Voltage Scaling [11 ]

Horizontal dimensions of QCV or Quasi Constant Voltage case are again scaled by the same

factor as those of CE and CV cases (Table 11). However the voltage is reduced bya smaller fac-

tor <k than that of CV law, and the oxide thickness is shrunk by the same factor k as that of the CE

case (Table 2.1). In QCV scaling, the drain current is increasing down to submicron channel

lengths, L= 0.5 u, and L= 0.3 u. for NMOS and PMOS transistors respectively [11 ]. QCV is there

fore particularly important when narrow width (= l*i) conductors are used because of the tendency

of the conductor RC time constant to increase (chap 7).

2.2.4. Generalized Scaling Criterion [13 ]

In order to make the best compromise between the device electrical characteristics and pro

cess complexity when channel length is reduced, scaling parameter factors can be different from

those for CE, CV and QCV in Table 2.1. In this case, a generalized scaling criterion [13 ] can be

applied to monitor whether the resulting MOS device still maintains the. long channel characteristics

by any scaling laws (Chapter 7). The index of the generalized scaling law, M [12 ], is defined as

„ MixjtotXWs +Wp)2]1 (2.1)Af= j-

where Xj is junction depth in |im, tM is the oxide thickness in A, A is a constant; Ws and WD are

depletion widths of the source and the drain respectively, and are given by

qNB

qNB

where 2$B is the built in voltage of the source-substrate junction, VB is the substrate bias and VD is

the drain bias. For NMOS device, A is 0.41 (£)3. If M£ 1, then the scaled device still maintains

long channel behavior. On the other hand, if M> 1, then the MOS device has a tendency to have

undesirable short channel effects (Chapter 7).
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2.3. Summary

Major objectives for scaling MOS devices in VLSI technology are improvement in perfor

mance, increase in component density allowing higher circuit complexity, and reduction of cost

CE scaling has been used to alleviate the problems associated with short channel effects

(Chapter 7). However, considerations on output TTL compatibility, driving capability and dynamic

range for shorter channel length MOS devices in the VLSI circuit applications lead to the use of

the non-constant field, namely CV and QCV scalings. For the submicron range (e.g. 0.5 |i), QCV

is" favorable because of concerns about the decrease of drain current due to saturation of carrier

velocity and degenerated source resistance.



CHAPTER 3

SCALING OF MOS ANALOG CIRCUITS

Most studies of MOS device scaling in circuits have been for digital applications [10 ,11 ,16

,17 ,18]. Only a few discussions particularly focus on the impact of the scaled MOS devices on

analog performance [12 ,19 ]. In this chapter, scaled MOS devices under the CE, CV and QCV

laws will be discussed first In order for a quick observation, of the characteristics of scaled MOS

devices, first order equations are employed similar to the approach by Dennard et. al. [10 ]. A two

dimensional model [12 ,19 ] or even a three dimensional model [20 ] is necessary to accurately

describe scaled MOS devices if field dependence, carrier drift velocity, short channel effects, etc.

are considered. For channel lengths less than about 2 uvn, two dimensional models can model the

wide channel width scaled devices with reasonable accuracy [12 ,19 ] but not the narrow devices

[20 ]. Narrow channel width geometry MOS devices need to be described by a three dimensional

model for channel length less than about 2 \im [20 ,21 ].

Resistance, RC time constant, etc. of interconnections under scaling will be also discussed in

this chapter. Scaling of interconnections is straightforward. However it places an ultimate limit on

the overall scaling when the conductor width is reduced to less than 1 \im (Chapter 7).

Finally, applying the derived parameters of scaled MOS devices, the tendency of scaled op-

amp performance such as gain and unity gain frequency can be easily observed.

3.1. Device Scaling

To a first order approximation, it is assumed that mobility degradation, hot electron effects,

short and narrow channel effects, etc. (Chapter 7) are not considered in scaled MOS devices. This

implies that scaled MOS devices still maintain long channel characteristics. For a channel length

scaled down to 1.75 u, [12 ], first order equations can reasonably describe the trends of the

Chap. 3 -10-
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parameters under scaling except in the CV case.

Device parameters discussed in the following sections are corresponding to a MOS device

operated in the saturation region. The notations, kwu K* and k„ are scale factors for decreasing the

channel width and channel length, voltage, and oxide thickness respectively. kb is the scale factor

for increasing the substrate doping. All the parameters without ' are for scaled MOS devices.

Table 3.1 lists the device parameters scaled by CE, CV and QCV laws.

3.1.1. Threshold Voltage

The threshold voltage VTO is given by

VTO^tms +tyF r ±7r~ (3J)

where <!>„„ is the work function difference between gate and bulk materials, 2^F =2—In— is

surface potential, C is the fixed oxide charge, QB is the bulk depletion charge, C„ is the gate

oxide capacitance and Dt is the implant dose. The threshold voltage has to be scaled accordingly

with other voltages. Although the term ^mt + 2$F can not be scaled proportionally, the scaling of

the threshold voltage can still be achieved by adjusting the dose of implantation D{ such that the

resulting threshold voltage VTO equals to

Vto =jVto (3.2)

3.1.2. Drain Current

The drain current IDsat in saturation after scaling is given by:

H£el.(2!!w~-v,* (3.3a)hm^^frrWos-ViJ

=̂Ji- 0.3b)
For CE scaling, drain saturation current is scaled down by a factor of k. For non-constant field
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Device Parameters Scaling Factor CE CV QCV Equation

Vw
1

l/* 1 1/*1/2 3.2

*Dsat l/Jfc
£1/2 1 33b

6*t
l *1/2 A172 3.4b

r*
kwJc0,

l 1/* 1/A3" 3.5b

c„
*ox

A,.
l/fc l/*3* 1/Jfc 3.6b

h
km.

* A2 A3* 3.7b

c«
1

kwr
Ilk r/jfe 1/A 3.8b

C& 3 Co
k^kH1

Ilk l/*3* 1/A5'4 3.9b

C^a CD
WW

At,
Ilk 1/*3* 1/A5'4 3.9b

(RQ
knJ&L

Ilk 1/jfc2 1/A7'4 3.10

p
]r
"•ox

l/*2 jfcl* 1/A2 3.11

p

WL
1 A*2 A3* 3.12

s

i♦ ^£<£>
*ox ^*ox

1 1 £ 1 3.13b

1 /^«*\l +(77-)'

M
kwt

likm *l/3 1/A1'6 3.14b
(kjkoJcbk*)

1/f noise
""OX

1 k 1 3.15b

Thermal noise
it
*W>x

1 Ilk*1 1/A1/2 3.16b

Table 3.1 Scaling results of device parameters

-12-

scaling, drain saturation current is unchanged for the QCV law and increases by a factor of VA for

the CV law.
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3.1.3. Transconductance

Scaled transconductance gm is given by

= —f1 (3.4b)

Transconductance is unchanged for CE law, but increases by a factor of Va under both CV and

QCV scalings.

3.1.4. Output Resistance

To a first order approximation, the device output resistance rd is given by

1 l Wb(VD-VDsJLtff
rd =

XID " dID

' h
—— -\fH-r (3.5a)

=AsLrkmkj* (3Jb)

where Xis the channel modulation coefficient, 1$ is the effective channel length. According to

this simplified model, device output resistance is unchanged by CE scaling, however it decreases by

Aand A4 for CV and QCV laws respectively. A decrease of the output resistance is undesirable for

analog circuits because it results in op-amp gain degradation.

Output resistance rd of a scaled MOS device is the most difficult parameter to model espe

cially for narrow devices [20 ]. In (3.5a) only channel modulation is considered. No model has

been developed thus far that can practically describe scaled device output resistance well enough if

the DD3L (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) [16 ] and hot electron effects are present.
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3.1.5. Interelectrode Capacitance

Gate-source capacitance Cgs is given by

Cm =JC.WL +C0XWL„ =\C0XWL ***
kox,, (3.6b)

where Lov is the gate-source overlap length in parallel to the direction of current flow as shown in
Fig. 3.1 and assumed to be scaled by the same factor as gate oxide thickness and C«WL„ is the
gate to source overlap capacitance, assumed much smaller than the contribution of the gate oxide

2
capacitance -rC0XWL.

i J i ;

• i„ • l»

Fig. 3.1 Diffusion junction length Lj, gate to drain/source
overlap length L„ of a MOS device
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Cv reduces under CE, CV and QCV laws. Hence the unity gain frequency fT of a MOS device

increases because fa is given by

8m Kx WL
C

AwL

^a^,£-..2L£ (3.7a)

=^*L/T (3.7b)

The fundamental limitation of fast analog circuits is the unity gain frequency of a MOS device fT.

The increase of the MOS device unity gain frequency fr therefore allows MOS analog circuits to

be faster.

The gate to drain/source overlap capacitance CgdJCtto is given by

C^^C^WL^ (3.8a)

=-T-dsdo (3.8b)
km.

where Lw is the gate to drain/source overlap length in parallel to the direction of current flow (Fig.

3.1). It is assumed to be scaled by the same factor as gate oxide thickness. CgdJCt„ reduces by

all scaling laws, CE, CV and QCV and it is dependent only on the horizontal dimension scaling

factor Awl. The clock feedthrough will be smaller due to the decrease of the overlap capacitance.

Drain/source to substrate diffusion capacitance CaJC& is generalized in notation as CD in the

following equation:

CD^CdWL^—WLj (3.9a)
1 xd J

''D

where Cd is the junction capacitance per unit area, L; is the diffusion junction length in parallel to

the direction of current flow (Fig. 3.1) assumed to be scaled by the same factor of channel width

ttkj M (3.9b)

and channel length, and xd =—^"x'd is me depletion width between the diffusion and the sub-
k„ Ay

strate. From (3.9b), the junction capacitance becomes smaller after scaling. The device delay times
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of the DC (large) signal and the AC (small) signal, (RQdc and (RQAc* are given in the following

equations respectively:

,„ B,VMr\ Kk^ (VDS CV-M-lRCi (3'10a)(RQdc 3 (-7—C0)= 7—ZT~("7~c*>) = . a (rQdc
*D kox kwL lD kojXwL

1 1 A*aJ k£k?
(RQac * (rj-CD) =-£—^-(RQac =TJT{RC)'AC (3-lOb)

£« J[« Awl *ox*wt
Av

According to (3.10a) and (3.10b), the device large and small signal delay times, (RQdc and

(RQac* are scaled by the same factor and become smaller after scaling. The decrease of the delay

times by the scaling is mainly because of the reduction of the diffusion capacitance. Notice that

yDS i
the device large and small signal resistances, —r- and —, are unchanged by CE law.

h 8m

3.1.6. Device Power Dissipation and Density

Among all three scaling laws under study, only the CV scaling increases the power dissipa

tion of both large (DC) and small (AC) signals. The DC and AC device power dissipations, P^c

and PAC, can be expressed as follows:

Pdc*(VdJd) =̂ ^P'dc=^P'dc (3.Ha)

where / is the clock frequency and is assumed to be increased by the same factor as the device

unity gain frequency fy (Equation 3.7).

From (3.11a) and (3.11b), device power densities are expressed as

,PDC. _ K>x 1 .PDC y_ AwlAqx Ppg y
{WL}" A? J_ WL} Aj WL} (3.12a)

Awl
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Pac.I<ox 1 Pac.> &iMox Pac.>
(W~1Tjl M- £ WL <3-12b>

Note the scaling factors of the device power dissipations/densities for both large and small signals

are the same. Because device DC and AC power densities are unchanged by CE scaling, the cool

ing method for the circuit need not be changed even though more complicated circuits are

integrated on the same chip. On the other hand, CV and QCV laws increase the power densities

making thermal dissipation a concern in the chip complexity, reliability and packaging.

3.1.7. Subthreshold Current

3KT
The channel weak inversion current /«* for VG < VT and VD > is important in circuit

applications, because it determines how fast a MOS switch can turn off and what minimum power

supply voltage is required to turn off the switch such that stored information will not leak away.

This is especially important for charge storage circuits such as switched capacitor filters.

Because the subthreshold current depends on the gate voltage exponentially, subthreshold

current is not scaled linearly. A commonly used figure of merit to describe the subthreshold

behavior is the subthreshold swing S which is defined as the gate voltage below VT needed to

reduce the current by one decade (Chap 7).

jMW0--£!J2.«Shio.<i +7£) (3-13a)

=s/nl0.[1 +iM(S*)-) 0.13b)
q <ox ^ox

where C& is the channel depletion layer capacitance per unit area and Cox is the gate oxide capaci

tance per unit area. From (3.13b), it can be seen that the subthreshold swing S either remains

unchanged for CE and CV scalings or decreases slighdy for QCV scaling. Therefore, the subthres

hold current is either unchanged or reduced slightly after device is scaled. Hence, subthreshold

current is a practical limiting factor in scaling MOS devices which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Following the discussion of the generalized scaling criterion, the scaling index M, equation

(2.1), was shown to be another way to describe how much a scaled device deviates from long chan

nel subthreshold behavior.

w AKx^Ws+Wp)2]3 (3.14a)
M z

-w 1 )% ai4b)
Scaling index M of the CV law is the largest among all scaling laws discussed, therefore CV scal

ingapproaches the subthreshold limitation more rapidly than CE and QCV scalings.

3.1.8. Noise

MOS devices exhibit a large noise component at low frequency due to 1/f noise. A com

monly used 1/f noise power density is given by

.2 = *> (3.15a)
4f WLC2/

=*k,JEy (3.15b)

1/f noise is not scalable under CE, CV and QCV laws, because the 1/f noise scaling factor —j- is
*ox

never less than 1.Thus 1/f noise is a practical limiting factor for scaled MOS devices in the design

of analog circuits (Chapter 4).

MOS devices also exhibit thermal noise due to the resistive channel. The thermal noise is

given by

(4)=4K7(-2-) (3.16a)
AT *8m

=il(-iiy (3.16b)
A„ AT

Device thermal noise decreases for the CV and QCV cases, and it remains unchanged for the CE
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case. However the thermal noise contribution to a switched capacitor integrator is also associated

with other circuit parameters (Chapter 4).

3.2. Capacitor Scaling

In MOS technology, a capacitor can be formed by two layers of heavily doped polysilicon,

metals or a combination of the two. Thermally grown, oxide or nitride can be used as the dielec

tric. Scaling of capacitors is straight forward just by changing the dielectric thickness and the

capacitor area, i.e.

C=-A (3.17a)
U

=i^C (3.17b)
where e is the dielectric constant, td is the thickness of the dielectric material, A is the area of the

capacitor, and kd and kA are scaling factors for dielectric thickness and capacitor area respectively.

The minimum geometry of a capacitor is determined by matching and accuracy of the process tech

nology available, and the KT/C noise of circuit performance required.

33. Resistor Scaling

Resistors are realized by either /»+/p+ diffusion or polysilicon. The latter is favorable because

it has less parasitic capacitance. Scaling of resistors isagain straightforward. However accuracy and

matching requirements limit resistor scaling.

3.4. Interconnection Scaling

Line delay, current density, and signal drop are major issues when interconnection lines are

scaled. Other problems such as contact resistance, line fringe effects, line to line capacitance, etc.

are fundamental limits to scaling (Chapter 7).
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A line delay RC time constant is given by

(RQ-p-jjoWC., (3.18a)

_0£c (3.18b)

»^i(TO' (3-18c)
Ajjj

where A* Aw and A^ are the line thickness, line-substrate oxide thickness and line width/length

scaling factors respectively. From (3.18b), the Une delay RC time constant is proportional to the

square of Une length /, inversely proportional to the Une thickness t and independent of the Une

width (0. If line thickness t remains unchanged ( ku = 1 ). then Une delay time constants are

reduced by factors of A, A2 and Afor the CE, CV and QCV cases respectively. On the other hand,

if thin film is required as the patterns become smaller, line delay time constants are unchanged for

CE and QCV scaUngs, assuming line thickness is reduced by the same factor as oxide thickness. In

this case ( ku * 1 ), line delay constants are even larger if the interconnection lengths are not

scaled, or even longer for more complex circuit. Then, other alternatives like refractory metal sui

cides [22] are necessary to be used.

Line current density — is given by
A

A " A2 V K°' }
where A is line area cross section. If Une thickness t is reduced by the same factor as that of the

oxide thickness, line current density are increased by factors of A, A2 and A2 under the CE, CV and

QCV laws respectively. Even if the Une diickness remains the same, Une current densities of the

CV and QCV cases increase by factors of A2 and A respectively, the CE Une density being

unchanged. Increase of Une current density by seating is undesirable because it leads eventually to

electromigration (Chapter 7).
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IRRatio of the signal drop on the Une to the signal — becomes larger under CE, CV and QCV

laws.

' ZR &oA
V = K

However for moderate seating, this is not a major problem. Table 3.2 Usts the results of intercon

nection Une scaling.

(3.20)

3-5. An Analog Building Block - The Operational AmpUfier

Applying the derived scaled parameters in section 3.1, the effects of scaling on an analog

basic building block, namely the op-amp, wiU be discussed in this section. A typical two-stage

CMOS operational as shown in Fig. 3.2 is used as an example to demonstrate the performance vari

ations due to CE, CV and QCV scaling laws. Such an op-amp is chosen because it is weU dis

cussed in the literature [23 ]. Table 3.3 Usts scaling results on the performance of the two stage

op-amp shown in Fig. 3.2

Line Thickness Parameters Scaling Factor CE CV QCV

Aj» = kox

RC
u2

1 ' 1/k 1

A

Abx*(0*
k A2 A2

IR

V

*ox
k k A3*

unchanged

RC
*ox

u2
1/k 1/A*2 1/k

A
1 A*2 k

V

*ox
1

kin A1*

Table 3.2 Seating results of interconnection lines
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Fig. 32 Schematic of abasic two stage CMOS operational amplifier
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Op-amp Performance Scaling Factor CE CV QCV Equation

Av
• A*Av

1 1/k 1/A1/2 3.21b

©!
kfa

A A2 A372 3.22b

Pi
kfo.

A A2 A372 3.23b

SR
kfa
A2

1 A2 A 3.24

SR

V

Awl

Av
A A2 A3'2 325

1/f Noise
A2

1 A 1 3.27b

Thermal Noise
*iox

1 1/A172 1/A1/2 3.28b

-23-

Table 33 Scaling results of performance of the op-amp as shown in Fig. 3.2

3.5.1. Open Circuit Voltage Gain

Overall open loop voltage gain Av is the product of the gains of the first stage Avl and the

second stage Av2 i.e.

Ay — AylAV2 —
8ml 8m6

8ol + 8oA &6 + 8ol
(321a)

*WL

(3.21b)

Op-amp open loop voltage gain is unchanged under CE scaling, but it decreases by Aand VA for the

CV and QCV cases respectively. This is because in the CV and QCV cases, the decrease of the

output resistance is larger than the increase of the device transconductance. If substrate current is

present, the op-amp gain will be further degraded.

332. Unity Gain Frequency

Assume the internal parasitic capacitor C{ is much smaUer than the compensation capacitor

Ce and the load capacitor C2 and suppose the relative location of first non-dominant pole P2 to
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unity gain (ox i.e. — - —-?,- is unchanged after seating. Then the compensation capacitance Ce
®\ 8ml Ci

is scaled by the same factor as that of output load capacitor C2. The unity gain frequency after

scaling is thus given by

co, = — <3-22a>
1 Cc

=&L<a\ (3.22b)
2

Unity gain frequency increases by k, A2 and A2 respectively for the CE, CV and QCV cases respec

tively. Switched capacitor signal processing circuits, for instance, can run at a higher clocking fre

quency if op-amp has higher unity gain frequency.

The higher the first nondominant pole Pj, the higher the unity gain frequency. The first non-

dominant pole P2 is given by

/>2 =JU*2 (323a)
C2

= — P'2 (3.23b)

Again the first nondominant pole P2 increases by the same factor as the unity gain frequency when

scaling. Notice that both the unity gain frequency and the first nondominant pole are proportional to

the square of the horizontal scaling factor as expressed in (322b) and (323b).

333. Slew Rate

The slew rate of this op-amp is given by

SR =ISL^ (3.24a)
8ml

=4jrflK)' (3-24b>
The slew rate of the CE case remains unchanged. However it increases for the CV and QCV laws.

Normalized slew rate is given by
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SR _ *wl ,SR y
V "' K { V}

The normalized slew rate increases for all three scalings considered.

(3.25)

3.5.4. Noise Performance

The op-amp (Fig. 32) equivalent input noise power density can be calculated by the foUow-

ing equation:

^ =v2^1 +v2,2+(i=3-)2(v2?3-fv^)
6ml

(3.26)

where v2,,- is the equivalent gate noise power density ofthe first stage MOS device Af,.

Using (3.15) for 1/f noise power density in (326), the op-amp input referred 1/f noise is

given by

v?„ 2KB .. KjJi
(^) = (1 +

AT WfaGf K^

* 4JT<-<1 +
4f 3gm

^(T)3

Mp(—)i

(3.27a)

(3.27b)

where Kp and Km are the flicker noise coefficients ofPMOS and NMOS devices respectively. The

scaling factor of op-amp 1/f noise is a strong function of device 1/fnoise. In fact, it is dependent

M-n
on the process. In (327b), the ratios of device mobiUty and flicker noise coefficients i.e. -— and

K—1 are assumed unchanged after scaling. Nevertheless, 1/f noise has to be removed such that it is
Kp

not process dependent

Using (3.16) for device thermal noise in (3.26), the equivalent total op-amp thermal noise at

input is given by

1/2

) (328a)
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- A/Ay (3.28b)
"Oat

Here a two stage op-amp is used as an example. For a single stage cascode op-amp [25 ] that

will be discussed in Chapter 4, the op-amp performance after scaling has a similar tendency as the

one discussed above.

3.6. Summary

Decrease of the interelectrode capacitance gives smaller RC time constants and higher device

unity gain frequency resulting in faster digital and analog circuits. On the other hand, a decrease

of the output resistance for CV and QCV scaUngs is undesirable because the op-amp gain wUl be

smaller. The most undesirable scaled parameters are the subthreshold current and 1/f noise because

they are not scalable in general. For non-constant field scalings, thermal power dissipation places a

fundamental Umit on circuit density and reliability.

Under CE scaling, other than the increase of the unity gain frequency due to decrease of the

compensation capacitor, most of the op-amp performance parameters are unchanged except the

severe degradation of the signal to noise ratio. Non-constant field laws give faster slew rate and

higher unity gain frequency, however they result in lower op-amp gain and higher power density

than the CE law. Both constant field and non-constant field scaling do not improve signal to noise

ratio.

From the summary of the scaled op-amp performance (Table 3.3), the QCV law is the

optimum for scaling MOS analog circuits because it offers fester speed and larger signal to noise

ratio than the CE law, and it shows larger gain and and lower power dissipation than the CV law.

The QCV law is also optimal for digital circuit scaling as proposed by Chatterjee [11 ]. Therefore,

both digital and analog circuits can be integrated on the same chip by using the same scaling law,

namely the QCV law.
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Scaling of the MOS device and analog circuits has been discussed in this Chapter. In the

next chapter, performance degradation caused by scaling MOS analog circuits will bediscussed.



CHAPTER 4

LIMITATIONS TO SCALING IN MOS ANALOG CIRCUITS

The achievable density of digital circuits continues to increase in inverse proportion to tech

nological feature size. Analog circuits on the other hand do not scale as easily due to certain fun

damental as well as practical limiting factors [12 ]. The switch noise, commonly referred as KT/C

noise, is a fundamental limit. Other practical Umiting factors for example are the increase of 1/f

noise, the difficulty of achieving a large operational amptifier voltage gain, and the difficulty of

achieving a large voltage swing relative to the supply voltage.

In this chapter, some practical factors Umiting the seating of analog circuits wiU be discussed.

4.1. Voltage Swing

The maximum available output swing V^ is dictated by the power supply voltage V^, used

M/2

and the. overdrive voltage 6V =
VCqx W

2 {L'

of the MOS transistors at the output stage. The

maximum output swing V^ decreases if the power supply voltage V^ is scaled. The available

maximum output voltage Vra„ is given by

V-i-V^-EAV, (4.1)
i

where YAvi k me total overdrive voltage at the output stage.

For CE scaling, the maximum available output swing V^ is given by

Vm« =jfV-ZA^l (42)

where A is the seating factor.

Chap. 4 -28'
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For CV scaling,

V^^Vp-JfiVi (43)
i

As an example, in the case of a cascode output structure with the high swing biasing circuit

of Fig. 4.1 [24], the maximum output voltage swing for CV scaling as the definition impUes,

remains unchanged K^ = V^, - 2A7. The maximum available output swing in CE seating how

ever is V^ =y [Vp, - 2Av] which is scaled by the same process scaling factor A.

4.2. Gain

Op-amp DC gain is determined by the product of the transconductance and the output resis

tance.For die cascode op-amp as shown in Fig. 4.1. The op-amp gain A„ is given by

A„ =[smoRoJ (4.4)
where g„o and R0 are the device transconductance and output resistance respectively. Because the

device transconductance and the output resistance are unchanged after CE seating (cf Table 3.1),

the op-amp gain is also unchanged after die scaling. In the CV case however, although the tran

sconductance gno increases by a factor of A*, the output resistance R0 decreases by a factor of k.

Thus the gain under the CV scaling decreases. For a cascode op-amp in the CV case, the gain is

given by

u-w-Mr-^-^ (4.5)

The discussion here assumes the first order approximation of the transconductance g^, and

the output resistance R0 under scaling. The op-amp gain is worse if the short channel effects are

considered. The limitations imposed by the short channel effects will be discussed more in detail

in Chapter 7. One important practical limitation to the analog circuits due to the short channel

effects is impact ionization that is particularly a problem in technologies involving thin oxide and

high channel doping. Fig. 42 shows the output-input voltage characteristics of a depletion load
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Fig. 4.1 Fully differential cascode op-amp
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inverter with and without impact ionization[26]. From Fig. 42, it shows that impact ionization

reduces noise margin and gain for digital circuits, but overall it has tittle effect on the digital circuit

performance. On the other hand, for analog circuits as shown in Fig. 4.3a, impact ionization

reduces the output impedance which hence reduces the op-amp gain (Fig. 4.3b) [26].

The effect of impact ionization on the gain ofasimple CMOS inverter amplifier is shown in

Fig. 4.4a. As the output voltage increases, the voltage drop between the end of the channel and the

drain of device Mxis also increases. This increases the energy of the carriers that are swept from

the source to drain until these carriers have enough energy to ionize some of the lattice atoms on

impact This causes acurrent flow from the drain to the substrate as shown in Fig. 4.4b. Since this

current depends on the output voltage, its effect can be represented as an equivalent resistance Rta

Fig. 42 Input-output characteristics of adepletion load inverter
with and without impact ionization [26]
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in parallel with the output of the op-amp shown in Fig. 4.4a. For a transconductance op-amp, this

equivalent output resistance /?«, can dramaticaUy degrade the op-amp output resistance and hence

the voltage gain. Beside the degradation of the impedance, impact ionization also introduces

excess noise and may induce latch up. In order to aUeviate the problems caused by impact ioniza

tion, suitable circuit solutions have to be used (Chapter 5).

43. Noise

The dynamic range is defined as the available rms output voltage swing divided by the rms

noise voltage. The maximum available output swing is governed by the seating laws as in (42)

and (4.3) for CE scaling and CV scaling respectively. Therefore, there is an upper bound for the

noise given a certain dynamic range requirement when the circuit is scaled.

There are three major noise contributions. The first one is op-amp noise which is mainly

composed of thermal noise and 1/f noise. The second noise source is the thermal noise of the

switches which is commonly referred to as KT/C noise. The last one is the coupled spurious noise,

e.g. digital noise which is injected to the circuit via power supply lines or coupling capacitors.

4.3.1. KT/C Noise

The source of the kT/C noise is shown in Fig. 4.5 for the case of a switched-capacitor

integrator. The finite channel resistance of the MOS switch produces a transient thermal noise

which wiU be sampled by the sampling capacitor. As shown in Fig. 4.5a during phase 1, the sam

pling capacitor Cs is connected to the input. During this time the voltage across C, is equal to the

input signal plus the noise due to the on-resistance of the MOS switch. At the end of phase 1, the

input switch is open and C, samples both the input signal and the noise. The variance of the noise

samples E(vc,2) that appear across the sampling capacitor C, is equal to the integral over the entire

frequency range of the white noise power density which is associated with the on-resistance of the

switch bandUmited by the frequency response of the sampling circuit. This gives a noise variance
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Switched capacitor integrator
(b) KT/C noise equivalent circuit when Mx is on and M2 is off
(c) Equivalent input KT/C noise power density of an integrator
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equal to kT/C, [27] in each sample appearing across sampling capacitor C, independent of the

switch resistance. This sampled noise depends only on the size of the capacitor C„ and therefore- is

usually referred to as KT/C noise. Table 4.1 gives the rms values of the kT/C noise samples for

different capacitor sizes. Note the equivalent input KT/C noise power density due to switch Mx

(Fig. 4.5a) is yrr for frequency - « to +« [27,29].

The right hand side switch M2 (Fig. 4.5a) also contributes noise which is sampled by the

sampUng capacitor C,. In this case, the resulting noise, stricdy speaking, can not be considered as

a-first order low pass filtered noise, because the circuit which samples the switch noise of M2 con

tains the op-amp. Assuming an ideal op-amp (with infinite bandwidth and gain) and, as in most of

Q
the practical cases, -r < 1, the equivalent input KT/C noise power density contributed by switch

w

KTM2 is the same as that by switch Mx i.e. -rrr [27]. Therefore, the total equivalent input KT/C
Jr~t

noise density of an integrator for frequency range from - <» to + «» due to both switches Mx and

M2 represented as a generator in Fig. 4.5c is

v*kdc 2KT
4f Cfs

a 2KTR, (4.6)

where Rs is equivalent to -prr. The corresponding in band output noise of the integrator [27,29] is

!rac»7r (4.7)

From the previous discussions, it seems that the equivalent integrator passband noise power

2KT KTcontributed from switches Mx and M2 is —r- at input or -rr at output respectively both of which
C, Cj

only depend on the sampling capacitor C, or the integrating capacitor C/ and environment tempera-

KT
ture T. And the —rr noise is independent of the MOS resistance.

The equivalent KT/C noise density after the scaling is given by
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KT/C Noise

C(PF) V(KT/C)(/tV)

100.0 6.4

10.0 20.2

1.0 64.0

0.1 202.0

Table 4.1 KT/C noise voltages for different values of capacitor values
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^oteicnc kwL . KT .* (4. ^
*f ~ k„ 7/v

»***#•>' <4'8b>
where kWL is the seating factor for the horizontal dimensions, kox is the oxide thickness scaling fac-

k 2 1
tor and k^c ="^~ is the scaling factor of the KT/C noise, k^c is equal to kand *z for the CE

and CV scaling respectively and both are always larger than one, hence the KT/C noise increases

by scaling. The scaling factor of dynamic range due to KT/C noise is given by

Kp* *tcnc "xne

1 *£ y, y
V *WL VJC77C

where V, is the output available voltage and v^nc « the output KT/C noise voltage. The factor

-2 -2
koR-fcncs of CE and CV are k * and * 4 respectively which are always less than one. Thus,

increase of the KT/C noise by scaling reduces the dynamic range.

This KT/C noise is fundamental since it cannot be eliminated by either circuit or process

improvement. Therefore, it determines the ultimate limit to the scaling of the circuit for a given

performance level because the scaling decreases the capacitance value and hence increases the

KT/C noise. In fact, for a given dynamic range, a minimum capacitor size is required . This in

turn dictates a minimum chip area to integrate such a capacitor and a minimum power consumption

to charge and discharge it at the signal frequency. Based on this argument, the absolute minimum

capacitor area and power per pole for a switched-capacitor filter can then be computed and plotted

versus the required dynamic range as shown on Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. From these plots it can be seen

that for a fifth order filter with 3.4 kHz bandwidth and 95 dB dynamic range the theoretical

minimum power consumption is 8 \lW and the theoretical minimum area is 12 square mils, if a 10

volt supply is used and 23 square mils if a 5 volt supply is used. These limits are more than 2 ord

ers of magnitude smaller than any PCM filter reported to date. These plots are based on many
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ideatized assumptions that are not vatid in practical filters[29], but it is still true that if the practical

limitations can be overcome or reduced, the area and power consumption of the filter can be

dramaticaUy reduced.

4.3.2. Op-amp Noise

Two kinds of op-amp noise are considered, thermal noise and 1/fnoise. In this section, ther

mal noise property and its contribution to a switched capacitor circuits wiU be examined first. Then,

practical consideration for the 1/f noise in scaled technologies wiU bediscussed.

4.3.2.1. Thermal Noise

In a MOS transistor, the resistive channel is modulated by the gate source voltage so that the

drain current is controlled by the gate source voltage. Since the channel is resistive, it exhibits ther

mal noise. For MOS devices, the equivalent thermal noise resistance R* at gate in the saturation

region is —— (Chapter 3), where gm is the device transconductance. For channel length less than
3 gm

0.8 |i, it was reported that the equivalent gate thermal noise resistance R* is about —- [30 ]. Thus

the MOS thermal noise power density for frequency range from 0 to + « can be written as

V7.
f ^

8m
v. J

4KTR* (4.10)

where a is a constant and equals ^ or 1as discussed. Thermal noise in submicron devices, there

fore, tends to be larger even if the transconductance is the same.

From (4.10), the thermal noise power density is inversely proportional to the transconduc

tance 8m- From Table 3.1, transconductance is unchanged in the CE scaling and increases in the

CV scaling. Therefore, to the first order approximation, the thermal noise is unchanged in the CE

case and reduced in the CV case. However, the contribution of the op-amp thermal noise to a

switched capacitor integrator is related to the op-amp unity gain frequency and other switch RC
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time constants in the circuit This wiU be discussed in the foUowing.

432.1.1. Op-amp Thermal Noise Contribution to aSC Integrator

The op-amp thermal noise contribution to aswitched capacitor integrator has been discussed
by several authors [31,32,27]. One analysis is to model the op-amp as an ideal voltage source
with aone pole roll off given by Fischer(31] Gobet[32] and Hsieh[27] as shown is Fig. 4.8. For a
lot of apptications however the op-amp finite resistance and capacitance at the output can not be
neglected. In this case, the op-amp is modeled as in Fig. 4.9.

• Based on the results derived by Gobet[32], Fischer[31] and Hsieh[27], if the op-amp is
modeled as an ideal voltage source with one single pole roU off as in Fig. 4.8, the fold back ther
mal noise density at input of aswitched capacitor integrator can be expressed as follows:

+ >
o + * +

_. Cx \\ )& -1- r_ v2 f+V2Ri ZZC

- >
•o — -o —

Fig. 4.8 Op-amp modeled as an ideal voltage source and having one pole roU off
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+ > •0 +

- > o —

Fig. 4.9 Op-amp with finite output impedance

V _vc KT

where Y is a function of -r— and , 5 is a
Ron <*>„- *

(4.11)

function of y which is due to the sample

and hold effect, R* is the equivalent op-amp thermal noise resistance, R0H is the on resistance of

the switch, <ou is the unity gain frequency of the op-amp and the (00H is the unity gain frequency

associated with the sampling switch and the capacitor. Combined with the KT/C noise of (4.6), the

total equivalent input noise density of an integrator (Fig. lOe) with an ideal voltage source op-amp

can be written as [27]
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* total

AT

vl_ iKT l *t
1 +

<>W
1 +

®ok2

G3U (Ok

For most applications, the on resistance of switch Mx equals that of switch Af2. Therefore,

Rom =Rokia Ron and a>0(ll =gw a ow Then (4.12a) can bewritten as

-44-

(4.12a)

(4.12b)IKT

" fjc/
* total f»* <o.« <">..

*f
C0o« <•>«

The second term of (4.12a) is the foldback thermal density •Pjbf given by (4.11) if the sample and

hold effect is not considered. From (4.12a)/(4.12b), the total equivalent input KT/C related noise

2KTdensity ofan integrator is always larger than -rpr for frequencies from - « to +» sampled by the

input sampling capacitor if the op-amp is modeled as an ideal voltage source.

In the case of one pole op-amp with finite output impedance as shown in Fig. 4.9, the op-

amp thermal noise contribution in a switched capacitor integrator is associated with the op-amp

unity gain frequency, switch time constants, etc. Hsieh analyzed the noise of an integrator which is

sampled by a switched capacitor at the op-amp output (Fig. 4.10a, 4.10b). The total noise power

sampled by the switched capacitor Csl (Pig* 4.10c) contributed from the op-amp thermal noise and

the KT/C noise of the switch M^ is given by [27]

Vototol - KT

R* „ . . Cot
& ° bGmRonlCsL

RoilPsL+
C9t + Csl

which can be rearranged and written in a noise power density form

(4.13)
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1
Mi

IKTRqsl — C$l

(a)

(b)

C/

Vofora/

(c)

Fig. 4.10 (a) Integrator output sampled by aswitched capacitor Csl
(b) Equivalent circuit of the integrator composed of finite output

impedance op-amp
(c) y^ototab equivalent noise due to op-amp thermal noise, sampled by Csl
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Jf =1XTR„i = i? = lKTRv.2
JCsi

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4.10 (d) Integrator foUowed by another stage
(e) Equivalent thermal noise, v£^, sampled by Csl
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4f " faCsL

Rfk *"ot

O2 ° OGJionLCsL

*o«L +

SSL
Csl

+ 1

bGm
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(4.14)

where Csl is die sampling capacitor at the integrator output as shown in Fig. 4.10, /?,A is the op-

amp equivalent input noise resistance, RonL is the on resistance of the switch ML (Fig. 4.10), Gm is

C,
the op-amp transconductance, b a -, Cot s bCi+ C Ci is the op-amp input parasitic capaci-

C/ + C,

tance, Cj is the integrating capacitor and C0 is the op-amp output capacitance as shown in Fig.

4.10b. The following relations are easily derived from (4.14).

* ototal KT iiR*>-£-
Af ' f£sL

* ototal KT

V <faCSL

* ototal KT

4f faCLS

Gm

if**=-£-

(4.15a)

(4.15b)

(4.15c)

For most of the application, b = 1, because the integrating capacitance C/ is much larger than the

input parasitic capacitance. If RA <-pr then, from (4.15b) it turns out the op-amp finite output

impedance not only reduces the op-amp thermal noise density sampled by sampling capacitor Csl

at the integrator output (Fig. 4.10a), but also makes the total noise density sampled by capacitor

Csl even less than the KT/C noise density sampled by the switched capacitor Csl shown in (4.15b)

v ototal KT

l'Q' A/ <//re

considering also the noise contribution from the the foUowing integrator composed of the

same op-amp with finite output impedance as shown in Fig. 4.10d, CasteUo derived the integrator

noise density sampled by the switched capacitor Ca (Fig. 4.10e) [33]:
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total _ KT
tf " Csifs

(GmRtH+GmRondCsL+Cp (GJ?*+GJ?ow2)Cg, + C0
(1 +GmRo«l)CsL +C0 + (1 +GmRo^CsL +C0

•4S-

(4.16)

where GM is again the transconductance of the op-amp, C0 is the op-amp output capacitance, R* is

the op-amp equivalent thermal noise resistance, Csl is the sampling capacitor at the output of the

first integrator (Fig. 4.10d), and RokX and R0H2 are the on resistance ofthe sampling switches Mx and

M2 respectively. The equivalent total noise density —jy- shown as agenerator in Fig. 4.10e can

be easily manipulated in terms of time constants, (-—-)'s from (4.16).

total __ KT
A/ = Csifs

1 1

®«.l

1
+

C0tt CO*

1

C0om2

1

1
—+

CO/

1 1
+

0)u CD/
1 +•

coom2

1

coM

(4.17)

where cou =4ZL. «* =-s4r-. <°, =7^-. «W »tt-V". and co0<t2 =-^-. For most appli
Ra*\C* RamlCtCl ' " RthPsL <*SL ^wlt'SL ^orf^SL

cations, the on resistance of switch Mx equals to that of switch M2. Therefore, coolll equals to co0fl2.

Then (4.17) can be simplied as

where coOJ, a co„i = ow

total

AT

2KT co* coM C0M

Cst/* JL +-L +-L
03/ C0ON C0U

(4.18)

to to/

With simple mathematical manipulation, the equivalent total noise density of (4.16)

can be rearranged as

* total _ KT R* +RUI +-GJ&CZ\ T+R«*l+GjbcZ
RoHl +

C&,
+ 1

Ron2 +
Csl

+ 1
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(4.19)

Again, because /?„,! equals Roni of switches Mx and M2 practically, Le. J?«,i =R0&3 R0k> then

(4.19) becomes

V2'total _ IKT
*f faPsL*

Rtk+ R0H(l +
GmRo£sL

R +-^L
+ 1

(4.20)

Comparing (4.14) and (420), other than the factor 2, these two equations are the same, if integrat

ing capacitor C/ is much larger than the input parasitic capacitance C, which is true for most of the

practical cases. The factor of 2 difference is, as mentioned, because (4.20) considers also the noise

contribution from the foUowing stage. Similar to equations (4.15a, b, and c), the following rela

tions can be easily derived from (4.20):

v2^ 2KT
4f > fsCsL

KRtk> ~7T or equivalently CO/ > co^

totoi 2KT

Af <fjCsL
2KT 1if Ro, < — or equivalently CO/ < CO*,
fjCsr. Gm

total IKT

A/" = fjCu
if R& =' -pr or equivalently cou = CD*

G-

(4.21a)

(4.21b)

(4.21c)

From (421), if the equivalent noise resistance is smaller than the inverse of the op-amp tran

sconductance i.e. RA< 77-, then the total noise density is smaUer than the noise density sampled

V 1 JTT
by the sampUng capacitor Csl in Fig- 4.10d i.e. "*_ <2-77- (equation 421b). This result,

Af **USL

equation (421b), is exactly the same as equation (4.15b) if the noise of the following stage is not

considered. On the other hand, when the equivalent noise resistance /?rt is larger, i.e. /?*>-£-, the

IKTtotal noise density will be larger than die amount . In the design of a switched capacitor
Csifa

integrator with a finite output impedance op-amp, the op-amp equivalent noise resistance should be
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smaller than the inverse of the op-amp transconductance in order to achieve less KT/C noise Le.

equation (4.21b) holds.

Comparing (4.12b) and (4.18), the term co; a-^- appears only in the noise equation of an

integrator with a finite output impedance op-amp (4.18). In that case, there is an equivalent resistor

0fvaiue -L at the input if the integrating capacitor Ct is large when the impedance ofC, is low.
Gn

From the above discussions of (4.12) and (420) for an op-amp modeled eidier as an ideal voltage

source or as a finite output impedance, the foldback equivalent input noise density due to the op-

amp thermal noise is always -—• times aconstant. Therefore, in this sense,.the op-amp thermal

KTnoise contribution to a switched capacitor integrator can be lumped as — noise. The op-amp 1/f

noise has not been considered in the discussion of the integrator noise in (4.12) and (4.20) because

it can be removed by the chopper stabiUzation technique (Chapter 5).

4.3.22. 1/f Noise

The phenomenon of the 1/f noise is weU known. Its noise power density is inversely propor

tional to the frequency and gate capacitance. In the submicron channel, itwas reported that the 1/f

noise density is inversely proportional to the frequency to the order 0.5 [30 ]. It is almost indepen

dent of the saturation current. So far, there is no unified or conclusive analytical equation to

explain aU the parameter dependence of the 1/f noise phenomenon. However, the 1/f noise power

density can be generalized as

iL - Kf (4.22)
a/ " WLCnT

where n is an empirical parameters with values between 0 and 2 [12 ,34], mis also an empirical

parameters and Kf is aparameter that is heavily dependent on the technology used but, to first order

independent of the operating condition of the device (current level, gate voltage).
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The 1/f noise after scaling is

AT " 4 WLCoxT

=kt ^— (4.23)
1WLCoxT

&Lwhere fy is the 1/f noise scaling factor and equals —j-, fa is the scaling factor of the horizontal
Kox

dimension, and *„ is the oxide thickness seating factor. To be consistent with most of the litera

ture, here n =2 and m= 1 are used for the study of the 1/f noise in scaled technologies. Then

equation (4.23) wiU become

JZ„fc *' (4.24)
* ^CoH.

As in Table 3.1, the 1/f noise by the CE scaling is unchanged, ue. fy= 1. On the other hand, the

CV scaling increases the 1/f noise by a factor kf~ k. For the dynamic range, if only 1/fnoise is

considered,

where V0 is the output voltage and vf is the output 1/f noise voltage. In both the CE and CV scal-

ings, kDRfS, —and -i respectively, are always less than one, therefore, the dynamic range is

always worsened by scaling.

2
Combining the thermal noise given in (4.10) with a= —, and the 1/f noise given in (424),

the overall input equivalent noise of a MOS transistor can be represented by an equivalent gate

noise power density

1±.=iirrrl-L) + Kf 1 (4.26)
4f (3*J +Cox2WLf

The corner frequency of a MOS transistor is given by
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2
f _ Kf 28m (427)
h CjWL 4KT

From (427), corner frequency is unchanged under the CE scaling and increases as factor ofk?2 for

CV scaling.

Because of the presence of the MOS 1/f noise, the input referred noise of MOS amplifiers

shows a large component at low frequency as shown in Fig. 4.11. This 1/fnoise is correlated color

noise. It can be cancelled by circuit techniques which wiU be discussed in Chapter 5.

433. Coupled Digital Noise

Another important practical limitation to the achievable dynamic range of a scaled analog cir

cuit is the external noise pickup (particularly digital noise). This is not direcdy linked to the scal

ing itself but is due to the fact that scaled analog circuits wiU often be part of large digital/analog

single chip systems. Since the complexity of the digital system that can be integrated on a single

chip increases in inverse proportion to the square of the feature size, the amount of digital noise

generated in the system also tends to increase in a scaled technology. Furthermore, the increased

circuit density and reduced distance between devices tend to increase the noise coupling between

the digital and analog parts of the chip. To reduce this form of noise pickup, the digital and analog

portions of the system are usuaUy decoupled by physically locating them far apart and using

separate ground and power lines, however this must be supplemented with the use of analog circuit

approaches that are inherently able to reject high frequency power supply noise which will be dis

cussed in the next chapter.

4.4. Summary

In this chapter, the origins and the characteristics of the practical limiting factors for the scal

ing of the analog circuits are discussed. These limiting factors are the decrease of the op-amp gain

and the output voltage swing, the increase of the op-amp noise (particularly the 1/f noise), KT/C
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(a)
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thermal

(b)

Fig. 4.11 (a) Op-amp with equivalent input noise voltage source
(b) Equivalent op-amp input noise spectrum

**f
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noise and the coupled digital noise. KT/C noise is the fundamental limit to the scaling of the ana

log circuits. Table 4.2 summarizes these limiting factors with respect to the scaling factors. Next

chapter will discuss the circuit and system approaches to reduce or remove the impact of these

practical limiting factors for the MOS analog circuits in scaled technology.

Performance Limiting Factors CE CV Equation

Voltage swing Ilk 1 4.2, 4.3

Gain 1 Ilk 4.5

1/f noise 1 k 423

KT/C noise k A*2 4.8

output swing
\lf noise voltage

k
*l/2 425

output swing kP ^3/4 4.9
KTIC noise voltage

Table 4.2 Summary of op-amp performance limiting factors in scaled technologies



CHAPTER 5

DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR SCALABLE MOS ANALOG CIRCUITS

In the previous chapter, the practical limiting factors to the scaling of the analog circuits

were discussed. They are the decrease of voltage swing and op-amp gain, and the increase of the

noise.

System and circuit design techniques- to solve the problems associated with the scaling of the

analog circuits are the topics in this chapter. Two major subjects, the chopper stabilization tech

nique and the op-amp architecture in scaled technologies, will be discussed in detail. Chopper sta

bilization technique is used to minimize the effect of the 1/f noise by shifting it to a higher fre

quency so that it is outside the band of interest The class AB op-amp can provide high gain and

high swing without sacrificing speed. A differential architecture, dynamic common moded feedback

(DCMFB) and dynamic biasing are other features of the op-amp used in this project

5.1. 1/f Noise Reduction

In the past, 1/f noise was reduced by simply increasing the input device size of the op-amp.

This approach works weU in the case where minimum feature size is large. In scaled technology,

however, the fact that the low frequency 1/f noise does not scale with the feature size timits the

ability to scale the input section of the op-amp. Area of op-amp is dominated by input transistors.

Hence, the seating of the physical dimensions of the op-amps is not possible if no increase of 1/f

noise is allowed unless special measures are taken.

1/f noise is process dependent The degradation of the dynamic range due to 1/f noise alone

is worsened by a factor of k and lcA in the CE (Constant Field) law and CV (Constant Voltage) law

respectively (cf Table 4.2). 1/f noise can be reduced in several ways. First a clean process with

little contamination and few defects at the oxide silicon interface has less 1/f noise than a dirty

Chap. 5 -55-
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process. Second, buried channel MOS devices avoid the surface states that cause 1/f noise. Third, if

an increase in input current can be tolerated, low 1/f noise can be achieved by using the lateral

BJT. AU the above methods to reduce 1/f noise increase eidier the process complexity or the chip

area.

Another approach is to use circuit design techniques for reducing the 1/f noise through fre

quency translation methods such as the correlated double sampling (CDS) technique and the

chopper stabilization technique [35,36] The former technique requires more constraints on the op-

amp design, particularly on the settling time [27] and is not considered further here. The latter

requires only additional MOS switches added to the op-amp. Thus the required op-amp perfor

mance is not constrained by the use of the chopper stabilization technique.

5.1.1. Chopper StabUization Technique

As stated, the 1/f noise is process dependent; it must be minimized to guarantee an adequate

dynamic range over all possible process variations. This can be achieved by using chopper stabili

zation techniques [40] because 1/f noise is concentrated at low frequencies.

Chopper stabitization has been traditionaUy used in the design of precision DC amplifiers

[36] whose offset voltage must be low and free from drift Fig. 5.1 shows the basic block diagram

of a chopper stabilized op-amp. The input signal is separated into both an AC path and a DC path

[36]. The DC path contains an auxiliary amplifier, AUX which is composed of an input LP

bandlimited filter, the DC chopped ampUfier and the output LP filter (Fig. 5.1b) [36]. The offset of

Ax is shifted to the higher frequency and filtered out The equivalent input offset voltage due to

op-amp A2 is

V„-££ (5.1a)

= 0 (5.1b)

The chopping operation shifts all frequencies. Thus the equivalent low frequency noise can be
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(a)

- DC Chopped Op-amp-

(b)

Fig. 5.1 (a) Block diagram of a chopper stabilized op-amp
(b) The AUX DC ampUfier of the main amplifier A2
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reduced as weU by the chopper stabilization technique as long as the low frequency noise is

nonwhite.

A chopper is aswitched-mode pulse height modulator. It multiplies its main input by either

+1 or -1. The chopper clock used is aclock with a duty cycle of 50%. The block diagram ofa

single stage operational amplifier with choppers at the input and the output is shown in Fig. 5.2.

The magnimdes of the signal and the noise spectrum at each of the nodes are shown in Fig. 5.2b

and Fig. 52c respectively. The first chopper modulates the input signal at the op-amp input up to

the harmonics of the chopper clock frequency. The second chopper demodulates the signal at the

op-amp output Note that the modulating and demodulating clocks are synchronous with each

other. Hence, the input signal is not affected by the choppers. The choppers are easily made to

subsynchronize to the main filter clock. The generator V? in Fig. 52a represents the op-amp

equivalent input noise, which is mainly composed of 1/f noise and thermal noise. The noise due to

the operational amplifier, however, is chopped by the output chopper only. Therefore, its spectrum

is moved to the odd harmonics of the chopper clock frequency. The op-amp thermal noise n, is

white and thus is not affected by the chopper [27]. The-magnitude of the 1/f noise S„ after the

output chopper is given by

f ^2

(2m-l)Jt
[tyf- (1m - 1/,,+Sff+(2m - 1/,)] (52)

where Stf) - — is the noise power density of the 1/f noise in the passband, and/, is the sampUng

frequency. From (5.2), the magnitude of chopped 1/f noise decreases when the frequency

increases. Its spectrum is mirrored at the odd harmonics of the chopper frequency as shown in Fig.

52c, because the chopper clock has symmetrical amplitude and 50% duty cycle. The passband 1/f

noise SiMa after the second chopper is the foldback of the 1/f noise, which is only a fraction of the

original noise and is given by

Si~, -£ [w-& +W+f>] (53a)
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Block diagram of achopper stabilized operational ampUfier
(b) Magnimde of the frequency spectrum of the input signal at nodes indicated
(c) Magnimde of the frequency spectrum of the op-amp noise at nodes indicated
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=±<-$L. +Jl-) (5.3b)

Practical considerations concerning the use of nonideal chopper clocks will be discussed in

Chapter 6.

5.1.2. MOS Realization of Chopper Stabilization Technique

A MOS realization of the chopper stabilization technique for a single stage op-amp is shown

in Fig. 53a where vn is the equivalent op-amp input noise voltage. A chopper is implemented by a

set of 4 switches at the input and at the output that are controUed by two non-overlapping clocks,

0C and ^. This simple solution is made possible by the availability of both signal polarities in a

fuUy differential configuration. The sign of the input equivalent noise voltage, v^, varies periodi

cally, as shown in Fig. 53b and Fig. 5.3c. The equivalent input noise v^ can be written as

vuq a - v„ for clock phase at $e (Fig. 53b) and v^ = +v„ for clock phase at & (Fig. 5.3c)

respectively.

52. Operational AmpUfier Architecture

Limitations to the scaling in analog circuits were discussed in chapter 4. These are the

•smaller voltage swing available and the increase of noise level. Except for the KT/C noise, which

is fundamental limiting factor, these Umitations can be considered as op-amp design problems.

Another practical consideration is the chip area. In most conventional switched-capacitor filters, for

example, the op-amps constitute the largest single component of the area. To reduce the overall

size of the filter it is therefore important to be able to reduce the area of the op-amps. One concern

in the reduction of the op-amp area is the increase of the 1/fnoise, which can be removed by the

chopper stabilization technique, as discussed in the previous section.

In this section, a choice of op-amp architecture that wiU remove or at least reduce the impact

of the scaling on swing and gain wiU be discussed. Moreover, the operational amplifier can use all

minimum channel length devices and is also optimized in order to use the smallest possible aspect
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Fig. 5.3 (a) MOS implementation of a single stage chopper stabiUzed op-amp
(b) Equivalent input noise when chopper clock ^ is on
(c) Equivalent input noise when chopper clock <J>C is on
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ratio in all of the devices.

52.1. Fully Differential Architecture

The distinct characteristics of a fully differential architecture are the balanced/symmetric cir

cuit and the differential signal path. There are several weU known advantages of the fuUy

differential architectures [40,27]. The dynamic range is improved by 6 dB, because the signal is

doubled by the fully differential configuration. It provides first order cancellation of the clock

feedthrough and switch charge injection. PSRR (Power Supply Rejection Ratio) is improved

because the spurious noises cancel each other out by the symmetric architecture. This is particu

larly important to guarantee a sufficient immunity from digital noise generated within the chip by

using the differential architecture. Since both the signal polarities are available, adifferential archi

tecture eases the difficulty of desired signal manipulation. For example, a chopper in a fuUy

differential architecture is just a set of 4 switches that either cross the signal to reverse its polarity

or pass it unaffected (Fig. 5.3).

Unfortunately, there are several disadvantages of differential circuits. The main drawback is

the need of a CMFB (Common Mode Feedback) circuit in order to set up the output common mode

voltage. The area and power are therefore increased. However, the choice of the differential op-

amp architecture and the layout strategy can still minimize these disadvantages.

52.2. Class AB

A class A op-amp usually has alarge standby current when there is no AC input signal. This

results in reduced gain and voltage swing (because of larger overdrive). Coupled with the short

channel effects, these drawbacks are more of a problem in scaled technology. For a class A op-

amp, the maximum available current to charge and discharge the output capacitors is less than or

equal to the bias current This timits the slewing speed of the circuit The need for a large

standby current often makes class A operation unsuitable for battery operated equipment The large
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power dissipated in the chip affects the chip size required. This is important in scaled technology.

For the CV case, the power density (power/area) increases by afactor of k?12 (cf Table 3.1), where

k is the scaling factor.

A class Bop-amp consumes no power with zero input Output and input characteristics of a

class Bop-amp are shown in Fig. 5.4. Although the class Bop-amp aUeviates the problems associ

ated with the large standby current compared to aclass Aop-amp, there is a"dead zone" centered

around zero input in its voltage characteristics that gives cross over distortion, which is severe

when die input signal is smaU.

The cross over distortion of a class B op-amp can beeliminated by using a class AB op-amp,

because the class AB op-amp is biased at a smaU current However, it can sink and source a

current that is larger than the standby current when there is a signal at the input The original

V0

A

V,

Fig. 5.4 Input output characteristics of a class B op-amp
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motivation for choosing a class AB op-amp is the reduction of the power consumption. However,

there are more important advantages in scaled technology than that of conserving power. Con

siderations on the choice of aclass AB op-amp in scaled technology is the topic in this section.

The op-amp for the application of the switched capacitor circuits, for example a switched

capacitor integrator as in Fig. 5J, should be able to provide fast charging and no loss of charge

transfer. A fest transfer of charge in switched capacitor circuits requires that the unity gain

bandwidth of the op-amp be high enough. If the op-amp DC gain is large, the charge transfer from

capacitor C, to capacitor C, can be complete (Fig. 5.5). These two basic properties, fast charging

and no loss ofcharge, are required at the different times. Fast charging is required at the beginning

of the clock (phase ^ in Fig. 5.5) and ahigh DC gain is needed at the end ofthe transient That

is, an op-amp with a fast transient (large gain bandwidth product) and high standby DC gain is

> Vo

Fig. 5.5 Switched capacitor integrator
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desirable for the appUcation of charge transfer circuits such as switched capacitor integrators. One

kind ofop-amp that fulfiUs these two requirements is the class AB op-amp that wiU be discussed in

this section. Dynamic biasing to further provide fast transient and high standby gain wiU be dis

cussed in the next section.

Fig. 5.6a shows a simple CMOS inverter amplifier. Its low frequency gain is given by

o

Aw = SmTdt And the unity gain bandwidth is given by fu = tt. The DC gain A*, and the unity

gain bandwidth fu in the strong inversion region can be written in the foUowing way:

r- 1 1Aw =8mT<ta x Vo— ="jf (5'4a)

and in the weak inversion as:

/.-7T-VC (5.4b)
**a

A„ = 8mTda « h-T = constant (5.5a)
*o

/--"fr-'. <5-5b>-
The low frequency gain Aw and the unity gain bandwidth fu as function of the bias current I0

are shown in Fig. 5.6b. This figure shows that the inverter can be either at high unity gain

bandwidth (fast transient) or at large DC gain. It can not have both properties at the same current

level.

The use of class AB architecture also makes it possible to achieve the desired gain with small

aspect ratio devices. The reason for this is that the gain per stage in a MOS amplifier is inversely

proportional to the current level for a given device size. Thus the small signal voltage gain is high

because of the low current level. And the fact that the smaU voltage gain falls off during the tran

sient because ofhigh current level isof little consequence in the appUcation of the switched capaci

tor circuits. From this it follows that the desired gain can be maintained whtie reducing the device

sizes provided that the current level is correspondingly reduced. This current reduction is achieved

with the use of the class AB design. The combined effect of using class AB architecture together
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Fig. 5.6 (a) CMOS inverter
(b) Unity gain bandwidth and low frequency gain as a function of bias current I0
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with a dynamic common mode feedback results also in a small filter power consumption.

The output swing tends to decrease when small W/L devices are used. This is because the

output swing for a MOS amplifier is limited by the saturation voltage AU =J
»Co W

2 L

1/2

of the

devices in the output stage which, in turn, increases proportionally to the square root of their

current level. As a consequence, the range of output voltages that correspond to the fuU voltage

gain is increased as the current level is reduced. Because a class AB circuit can achieve the

desired setding time with a smaller quiescent current level than a class A design, it follows that a

class AB circuit gives a larger output swing for a given device size or alternatively can give the

desired output swing with smaller device sizes than a class A op-amp. Although the above conclu

sion was derived without taking into account the effect of the cascode device, it is still possible to

preserve a large output swing in a cascode amplifier combining a class AB design with dynamic

biasing [37].

In summary, the advantages of a class AB op-amp are the foUowing. The current level in a

class AB op-amp is variable. At the beginning of a cycle, when a lot of current may be needed, a

class AB op-amp can deliver a lot of current to charge or discharge the load quickly. A class AB

op-amp does not have the slew rate problem, since the available slewing current is not limited by

the biasing current in the usual sense. At the end of a cycle, however, the current level is much

reduced. Thus it allows high swing, high gain and low power at the end of the cycle without

sacrificing speed.

A class AB op-amp is a tittle complicated, however. It needs a structure to convert the input

signal to internal current for the class AB operation. The current changes a lot from the standby

value to the peak value during the transient So the design of the biasing circuit is not trivial, since

it should function in such a way that the op-amp can deliver as much current as possible to the out

put One difficult problem in the design of the differential op-amp with a 5v power supply is being

able to have a common mode feedback circuit that wiU not limit the output swing. This wiU be
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discussed in this section.

Fig. 5.7 shows an example of a class AB op-amp block diagram [39]. This architecture is

similar to the one used by CasteUo, etc. [37] but with dramaticaUy reduced device sizes (Chapter

6). The input stage converts the input voltage to an internal current which increases from its

standby value with an increase in input voltage. This internal current is then mirrored at the top and

at the bottom of the circuit to the output by the top and the bottom current mirrors. A cascode is

used at the output to increase the output resistance and help provide high op-amp gain.

Realization and design of a class AB op-amp wiU bediscussed in Chapter 6. In the foUowing

sections, dynamic common feedback, dynamic biasing and impact ionization protection that provide

high gain, high swing and fast slewing for a class AB op-amp wiU be discussed.

523. Dynamic Common Mode Feedback

A fully differential op-amp architecture with common mode feedback is conceptuaUy dep

icted in Fig. 5.8. The output voltage of the differential op-amp is determined by the difference of

the output voltage vd = v^. - Vo- (differential voltage) and the the average of the output voltage

v + v
v^ = — — (common mode voltage) with respect to a reference voltage Vcm- The former is

controUed by the differential path op-amp as (DA) in Fig. 5.8. The latter is controUed by the com

mon mode amplifier (CMFA) (Fig. 5.8). The differential path amplifier was discussed in the previ

ous section. This section will discuss the common mode feedback (CMFB) circuit

If the common mode voltage is continuously compared with a constant reference voltage e.g.

ground by the common mode feedback circuit then the common mode feedback circuit is referred

to as a continuous common mode feedback. Fig. 5.9 shows an example of a differential op-amp

with CGMFB (Continuous Common Mode Feed Back). On the other hand, if the output common

mode voltage is periodically refreshed to the reference voltage [7] then the common mode feed

back circuit is called the dynamic common mode feed back (DCMFB).
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Fig. 5.7 The block diagram of a class AB op-amp example [39]
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Hg. 5.8 Block diagram of a differential op-amp with CMFB
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vfl_

Fig. 5.9 Example of a continuous CMFB [38]

Fig. 5.10 shows an example ofa switched capacitor dynamic common mode feedback circuit

proposed by Senderowicz [7]. Together with a simple common mode feedback amplifier CMFA,

the integrating capacitors, Cx and C2, and the switched capacitors, C3 and C4, provide the zero out

put common mode voltage while the output voltage swing is maximized. Capacitors C, and C2 are

chosen of the same value. These two capacitors divide the sum of the op-amp output voltages by

two and thus produce avoltage v^ common to both outputs. This can be easily seen from the fol

lowing equation.

v^Ci + v_C2
v«- =

d + C2 + Cpi + Cp2

C,
^v^ + yvo--

d(l + THCpi+Cp2

where v^ and v^ are the output voltages, Cpl and Cp2 are the parasitic capacitors at the nodes ofx

(Fig. 5.10), and y is the capacitor matching factor, which is close to 1in practice.

(5.6a)

(5.6b)
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vi+>-

CA/-

Vi-V

Fig. 5.10 Block diagram of a differential op-amp with DCMFB

If the matching of the capacitors Cx and C2 is good (7 = 1) and the parasitic capacitances Cpl

and Cp2 are small relative to the CMFB integrating capacitors C{ and C2, then the produced com

mon voltage vcm of (5.6) is approximately

v^ + yv^ v„ + v
v,. =

1 + 7 2

where v^ is the common voltage deviation from the bias voltage V^,- The total voltage at

the node x is v^ + Van^

The operation of the switched capacitor CMFB shown in Fig. 5.10 involves mainly the capa

citors. This operation of summation and division, performed as shown in (5.7), is not limited by

the power supply. Hence the switched capacitor DCMFB (Fig. 5.10) will not limit the output swing.

The continuous CMFB, on the other hand, will limit the output swing because it requires transistors

(5.7)
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to sense the output swing. Fig. 5.9 shows an example of a continuous common mode feedback cir

cuit The common mode feedback circuit is composed of transistors A/3 to A/7. Gates of the input

transistors Af3 and M4 of the CMFB need a voltage of at least one threshold drop and one overdrive

(VT + AV) in order to bias the transistors Af3 and Af4 in the saturation region. Because the op-amp

outputs are the inputs of the CMFB transistors, the maximum output swing should be at least

VT +AV away from the power supply to guarantee that the input transistors Af3 and M* of the con

tinuous common mode feedback are biased in the saturation region. For a ±2.5V power supply, the

maximum output swing is less than ±1Vfor Vf + AV= 1.5V.

Capacitors C3 and C4 in the dynamic common feedback (Fig. 5.10) periodically set up the

proper voltage drop for the capacitors C\ and C2 to provide the zero output common mode voltage

and bias the simple amplifier CMFA (Common Mode Feedback Amplifier) properly. Charge shar

ing between the capacitors CJC2 and capacitors C3/C4 can also reduce the output common mode

voltage. A circuit of only integrating capacitors Cx =C2 a C, and switched capacitors

C3 =C4 a C, is shown in Fig. 5.11. VCM is the bias voltage for the CMFA amplifier. Assume that

there is a common mode voltage sensed at node xv2 =va at time t =0. The voltage vx after 1

charge sharing cycles is v^ which is given by,

vta V*. 1 V
d.

-Ci + C,

=ve(i.,)a+Vcw3

j + VLb(i +ct + a2 + . +rf (5.8)

C Cwhere a =——— and P= ' . Practically, both a and P are < 1, and if the time is long
Ci + CS Ci + Cs

enough, i.e. the i is large, then the v. of (5.8) can be approximated as
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Fig. 5.11 DCMFB integrating and switched capacitors Q and C, respectively

v* = v^rf +V^
1

1-a

1

Ci+c2

From (5.9), it can bee seen that any of the perturbation of the output common mode voltage away

from the V^,, vM, is eventually decreased to zero by the charge sharing process performed by the

integrating capacitors C.'s and the switched capacitors C/s.

Switched capacitor DCMFB is fast, because it requires mainly charging and discharging of

the capacitors. On the other hand, continuous CMFB is slow compared with the switched capacitor

DCMFB. Because the output swing is large, overdrives of the CMFB input transistors Af3 and M4

have to be large in order to keep the input transistors M^ and Af4 in saturation. This can be

achieved by either increasing the current or decreasing the W/L of the input transistors M^ and Af4.

The previous approach will lead to more power consumption. The choice of the latter leads to

-74-

(5.9)
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small gm, which results in a slower circuit. That is, the continuous CMFB circuit can not be fast if

the W/L ratio is reduced in order to have large output voltage swing.

The switched capacitor dynamic common feedback as shown in Fig. 5.10 improves the com

mon mode nonlinearity problem. So long as capacitors Cx and Ci are equivalent and matched well,

the sensed output common mode voltage v^ is unchanged even for the large output swing as

shown in (5.7). In contrast, for the continuous CMFB case, as in Fig. 5.9, the common mode vol

tage at node x is given by

v„ = -Tr- -yy- ^°^" *• "* (5.10)

where /„ = •— and A/ is the current deviation from the standby current /«,. The sensed common
2

mode voltage vx relies on the square law of the device V-I characteristics and thus is not a linear

function of the op-amp output voltage. The overall common mode voltage vx = v^, +V^ actually

biases the transistor Afg and Af9 (Fig. 5.9). Therefore, the output common mode voltage changes

with the differential output voltages. This is more severe when the output swing is large, where

V-I characteristics of the MOS transistor are nonlinear.

Node x in the switched capacitor DCMFB (Fig. 5.10) acts as a virtual ground for the signal.

So capacitors C\ and C2 can be used also for compensation. The DCMFB consumes mostly tran

sient power because the circuit is mainly composed of capacitors.

The DCMFB circuit uses the clock to periodically refresh a bias voltage on level shifting

capacitors C\ and C2, therefore, some clocking noise and charge injection, are expected, but these

noises are canceled to the first order by the fully differential architecture.

Practical considerations on the noise contribution due to the DCMFB circuit and the nonideal

clocks will be discussed in chapter 6.
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5.2.4. Dynamic Biasing

The basic concept of dynamic biasing is that the biasing current of the op-amp is not constant

as in the case of the statically biased op-amp, but changes during the op-amp operation [28]. In the

switched capacitor application, the dynamic biasing can provide a lot of biasing current in the

beginning of the the clock phase fa (Fig. 5.5). However, the bias current decreases toward high DC

gain at the end of the fr. The dynamic bias circuit starts its operation in the strong inversion

region with large unity gain bandwidth as can be seen from Fig. 5.6b, and then shifts into the weak

inversion region with large DC gain at the end of 4>r, until the current goes almost to zero.

Subthreshold operation of the MOS transistors has the advantages of low offset voltage, low tem

perature drift and good life drift stability [41]. There are several ways to accomplish dynamic bias

ing. One way is by pulsed tail current biasing [41] and the other way is by adaptive biasing

[42,37].

Based on the structure of classical single ended op-amps* Hosticka proposed dynamic op-

amps where the current sources were replaced by pulsed current sources [41]. The basic objective

of pulsed biasing is the same as that of the MOS class AB op-amp discussed in the previous sec

tion. They both take advantage of the MOS electrical characteristics to achieve large DC gain and

fast response.

The adaptive biasing scheme is a dynamic biasing method whose biasing current level is

made signal-dependent Benefiting from the advantages of the MOS characteristics, the op-amp is

biased at low current level with high gain if no signal is applied, and the op-amp biasing current

increases only when the signal applies. The adaptive biasing op-amp has the advantages mentioned,

namely, high unity gain bandwidth fu and large DC gain Aw for fast and complete charge transfer,

which is essential for the switched capacitor application. Several circuits have been realized.

Vittoz's and Castello's dynamic biasing are signal dependent and not pulsed. Castello's adaptive

biasing is used in conjunction with a class AB op-amp so that it can deliver as much current as

possible to the output during transient [37].
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The architecture of the dynamic biasing circuit used in this project shown in Fig. 5.7 is simi

lar to the one used by Castello [37]. The cascode output transistor is dynamically biased in such a

way that its bias voltage adapts to the changes of the input voltage during the transient This

adapted bias prevents the cascode output transistor from going to the linear region during the time

when the output is delivering a lot of current to the load.

5.2.5. Impact Ionization Shielding

Effects of impact ionization on analog circuit performance have been discussed in the previ

ous chapter. In this section, circuit solutions to the resistance degradation due to impact ionization

will be shown. Normally, the impact ionization of the NMOS transistor starts for smaller drain-

source voltages than those of the PMOS transistor [11 ] (Chapter 7). Therefore, the measures are

taken mainly for impact ionization of the NMOS transistor.

A simple circuit solution to prevent impact ionization is to add an extra NMOS transistor in

series with the output cascode as shown in Fig, 5.12. This extra transistor buffers the NMOS out

put cascode transistor, Aflt reducing its" maximum drain to source voltage to a small fraction of the

output voltage when the output goes in the positive direction. When the-output goes in a negative

direction, on the other hand, this shield transistor Ms does not appreciably reduce the output nega

tive swing because the shield transistor, Af„ operates in the linear region. The shield transistor

causes nonlinearity to the op-amp transfer characteristics because the shield transistor operates in

different regions, i.e. saturation region and linear region. Fig. 5.13 shows another application of the

shield transistor [(null)]. Notice that in this circuit the gate of the shield transistor Af, is biased by

abias regulator so that the source of the shield transistor is set at the midpoint of the power supply

[(null)]. In the case of±2.5 V power supply, the midpoint voltage is ground.

In a p-well operation, the impact ionization can be solved by simply tying the source of the

NMOS transistor to its own independent well because the current created by the impact ionization

will flow to the source instead of flowing to the substrate. The transistor output impedance there-
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Rg. 5.12 NMOS transistor Af,reduces the impact of the impact ionization [43]
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'ss

V^HL
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Fig. 5.13 Shield transistor Mt to minimize impact ionization

fore is not degraded by the equivalent shunt resistance R^ (Fig. 4.4) due to impact ionization

effect

5.3. Summary

Circuit approaches to minimize the impact ofthe practical limitations on the MOS analog cir

cuits in scaled technology were discussed. Chopper stabilization is used to remove the 1/f noise.

Aclass AB op-amp increases the output swing, and the gain without sacrificing the speed. Afully

differential architecture, dynamic common mode feedback and dynamic biasing also provide high

output swing.



CHAPTER 6

AN EXPERIMENTAL SCALABLE SWITCHED-CAPACITOR FILTER

Rg. 6.1 shows the area and power consumption of some commercially available 5th. order

switched capacitor PCM filters. Since the first chip was introduced in the market in 1977 and

before the work described here, about a factor of 3 reduction in area has occurred. Even with this

reduction, the smallest such filters required an area of about 400 mil2 per pole. This is far greater

than the theoretical minimum value, which has been shown in Fig. 4.6 and Rg. 4.7 to be 24 mil2 of

a fifth order PCM switched capacitor filter at a dynamic range of 95 dB if a power supply 5 V is

used [29].

In this chapter, design techniques for a switched capacitor PCM transmitting filter suitable for

fabrication in a scaled technology will be described. The primary objective of this design is to

achieve the smallest possible area and power consumption. A fundamental requirement for this

design is to be able to meet all the performance specifications while using a supply voltage that is

compatible with that of the digital technology. The circuit design solutions adopted to overcome

problems associated with the scaling of the analog circuits discussed in Chapter 5 will be

explained. An additional result from this study may be the extension of frequency range over

which the switched capacitor filters are useful because it is possible to design a fast op-amp by

using a scaled technology.

6.1. Single Stage Chopper Stabilized Operational Amplifier

In the op-amp design, the 1/f noise problem introduced in the use of minimum device sizes is

eliminated by employing a chopper stabilization technique. To achieve a voltage gain adequate for

the switched capacitor application i.e. 60 dB or more, while using the minimum channel length

devices, both two stage op-amps and single stage op-amps with cascode devices in series with the

Chap. 6 -80-
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Fig. 6.1 Area and power dissipation ofsome commercially available 5th. order PCM
switched capacitor filters together with the chip prototype of this
project
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output transistors are considered. Because the single stage op-amp has only one high impedance

node, does not need any compensation capacitors, and has good power supply rejection even at

high frequency, it is selected for use in this project. Its major drawback is that the output swing is

limited (especially when small W/L devices are used), however, this problem is virtually eliminated

by using the class AB op-amp with dynamic common mode feedback discussed in Chapter 5. The

circuits of a single stage class AB chopper stabilized op-amp with dynamic common mode feed

back will be discussed in this section. The block diagram was shown in Fig. 5.7.

6.1.1. Overall Architecture

The circuit schematic of the operational amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.2. Other than the

chopper stabilization technique employed, this circuit architecture is similar to the one described

before [37], but with dramatically reduced device sizes (Table 6.1). The cross coupled transistors

Mi - M4 convert the input voltage signal into two internal currents and provide class AB operation

[43] and dynamic biasing. For maximum internal current given an input differential voltage,

transistors Mx - Af4 should be operated in the saturation region. The input common mode voltage

that permits these transistors to operate in saturation for the largest range of input differential vol

tage is approximately equal to AV^g + VT, assuming AV6 = AV8 s AK6g and Vjp = Vw a VT. The

maximum corresponding current is given by [39]

<to_=̂ W^-V, - AV,.4)* (6.1)
The range of the input voltage swing is the smaller one of either the sum of the overdrives of the

level shifter composed of transistors M5 - Ms or the maximum negative input swing available.

Transistors M5 - Af8 perform input level shifting and provide gate bias for the transistors Af3 and

A/4. The optimum range of the input voltage swing is give by

^(A^ +AVp7)=:|[V„-(A^/+VTll5 +Vrp7)] (62)
where At^, 6Vpl and AV) are the transistor overdrives of the level shifter and the current source

respectively. Four current mirrors M9 - Ml2 at the top and at the bottom mirror the input currents
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Device W(/im) Lifim) Device W(ftm) Ltyim)

Ml 25 3 MI9 7 3.5

M2 25 3 M20 7 3.5

M3 25 3 M2I 17.5 3.5

M4 25 3 M22 17.5 3.5

M5 25 3 M23 7 3.5

M6 25 3 M24 7 3.5

M7 25 3 M25 3.5 3.5

M8 25 3 M26 3.5 3.5

M9 10 3.5 M27 3 7.

MIO 10 3.5 M28 3 7

MM 4 3.5 M29 12 3.5

MI2 4 3.5 M30 12 3.5

MI3 17.5 3.5 M3I 18 3.5

MI4 17.5 3.5 M32 18 3.5

MIS. 7 3.5 M33-M34 7 3

MI6 7 3.5 M55 7 3

MI7 17.5 3.5 M56 7 3

MI8 17.5 3.5

Table 6.1 Transistor W/L dimensions of the chopper stabilized class AB
operational amplifier as shown in Rg. 6.2

-84-
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to the output for the current gain and dynamic biasing. Transistors My] - M20 are cascode transis

tors used to increase the output impedance and hence increase the gain.

A summary of equations describing the op-amp performance is given in table Table 62.

It is interesting to note that the cross coupled class AB input composed of transistors

Af1- Af4 can be used as a voltage-to-current transducer with high linearity and wide dynamic range

(Appendix A).

The output cascode transistors M17 - M20 are biased by a dynamic biasing circuit, which is

composed of transistors Af2i - M&. The dynamic biasing circuit keeps the output transistors (A/13 -

Af16) in saturation for as wide a range of output currents as possible. A biasing circuit to achieve

the maximum output swing [24] is employed. The ratio of the width of the mirror transistor of the

W25
dynamic biasing circuit to the width of the output cascode transistor, i.e. -—-, must be less than

™l7

1/4 so that the output cascode transistors are biased in saturation. To compensate for the body

effect on the cascode transistors, this ratio is selected as 1/5.

The output common mode DC voltage (ground) is set by the dynamic common mode feed

back circuit, which is composed of transistors M& - Af42 and capacitors C1-C4 [7,37]. The overall

operation of the DCMFB was discussed in the previous chapter. Basically, capacitors C\ and C2

provide AC path from the the op-amp outputs, V^ and V^ to the gates of common mode feedback

transistors, M^ and Af^. Capacitors Cx and C2 sum the output voltages and divide them by 2.

Hence, the DCMFB circuit produces the common mode portion of the output voltage without

affecting the differential voltage. The produced common mode voltage drives the common mode

feedback amplifiers (CMFA) transistors Af3i and M^. Capacitors C3 and C4 provide proper DC

values for the output common mode voltage and the bias of the common mode feedback amplifiers.

That is, capacitors C3 and C4 periodically restore the voltage drop for DCMFB integrating capaci

tors C\ and C2 so that output common mode voltage is defined (as ground in this design) and com

mon mode feedback transistors Af32 and Af32 are properly biased. So, transistors Af3J and Af3J take

just enough current to make the output CM voltage equal to zero. Choice of the capacitance value
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A. Overall Transconductance

4 <fiV6+Wd$±)

B. DC Gain

4 (AK6 + WsX-rr-^^ozoToie)

C. Unity Gain Frequency

4 wl6 i

/ 1 , JLn2 *M2 C<-

D. Non-dominant Poles at

Dl. Gate of current mirrors mx2

$m\2

Cgsll + Cgsl6

D2. Gate of cascode transistor Af^

8m20

CgslO

E. Input Doublets

8ml + ZmA
pole =

C„, + Cgsl ^^gs*

gml
zero = ——

t'gsl
Table 6.2 Equations of the op-amp performance
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of capacitors C\ and C2 is associated with the compensation of the op-amp stability and common

mode settling time. Capacitors C3 and C4 cause voltage spikes each time when the switches

M& - Af38 close. The magnitude of the spike v* is given by

»*-»—'C|+c!+ci (63)
where C/ is the integrating capacitor and vomas is the op-amp maximum output voltage available. If

C3 is large, it takes less number of cycles to reduce output common mode voltage (cf Equation

(5.9) ). However, if C3 is large, the magnitude of the spike becomes so large that it takes a longer

transient time for the op-amp to setde to its original steady state value. As a common practice,

DCMFB sampling capacitors C3 and C4 are chosen such that their value is less than that of the

DCMFB integrating capacitor Cx and C2.

Transistors M43 - M^ and Af47 - Afw form the input chopper and the output chopper, respec

tively, which are controlled by two nonoverlapping clocks. Each set of chopper transistors steers

the signal one way or the other. CMOS switches are used at the output chopper in order to accom

modate the large output positive and negative swings. The input chopper, however, uses only the

PMOS switches. This is because the input is biased at a common voltage larger than IV and

NMOS switches in p-type wells exhibit high threshold voltage due to body effect Thus the NMOS

switch is not efficient for the input chopper.

The transistor sizes are listed in Table 6.1. All minimum transistor sizes are used except

when needed to optimize circuit performance. If the input NMOS transistors each has an indepen

dent well, the W/L of these devices is smaller than for the case where they share one well. This is

because, with only one well, the body effect degrades the transconductance of the input devices and

the W/L must be increased to compensate for this degradation. Although the W/L's are larger with

only one well than with separate wells, the required area with only one well is less than with

separate wells because of the well to well spacing requirements. The input transistors Af1- M4 and

bias transistors Ms - Af8, have a W/L ratio of 25/3, which is the largest device size among all op-

amp transistors.
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One practical consideration is the the op-amp noise. Noise contribution from dynamic bias

ing transistors M& - M^ and output cascode transistors Mxl - M^ are negligible because noise

voltages at their gates are referred to the input through the transconductances of the cascode

transistors (Afl7 - Af^), which are degraded by the output impedances of the output transistors

Af13 - MX6 and are therefore smaller than those due to output transistors Ml2 - Af16 . The total

equivalent input noise of the op-amp is given by the following equation:

*i*q =<£$+2\^i^-f+&£*•?}
w I ir It J

&2+(t)2I

+2^V("

+2W(i=£)>
8t

+ 2
2>£mc3<K2 , 27_f?^2_\2

v«c3o (--—) + Vmcyiir—) (6.4)

where g7 is the overall transconductance given in Table 6.2, and vf is the equivalent gate noise

power density of each MOS transistor for/s 1-8.

6.1.2. Simulation Results

The requirements of the op-amp low frequency gain A^^ and closed loop unity gain fre

quency coe ina SCF application can be calculated by the following equations [24];

where Qja is the integrator Q factor, C, is the sampling capacitor, Cm is the input parasitic capacitor

and Cj is the integrating capacitor and

f Cs+CH+Ct 1

«^--^ta

(6.5)

(6.6)

where T, is the total available integration time. For a nominal integrator Qua = 40, and the

-i =-i-t me required DC gain is Aomin =800 and the required closed loop unity gain frequency is
C/ 20
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coCl J= 2«-0.1 mHz.

SPICE simulation shows that the open loop gain of the designed op-amp is 64 dB. With an

output capacitance of 1.5pF, the unity gain frequency of the op-amp is 10 MHz with a phase mar

gin of55°. The duty cycle ofthe main filter clock of frequency 256kHz is 40%. Therefore the set

ting time should be smaller than 1562 ns. The op-amp setding time to 0.1 %of differential output

2 V step is 670 ns with an output capacitive load of 4.5pF. A summary of the op-amp SPICE

simulated performance is shown in Table 63.

Fig. 6.3b shows the SPICE simulation of a chopper stabilized switched capacitor integrator.

A top plate sampling is used for the case of SPICE simulation. Notice that only the polarity of the

op-amp outputs (nodes 3 and 4 in Fig. 6.3) changes when the chop clock changes state. There is an

obvious spike on the rising edge of the sampling clock <fe (Fig. 6.3b) when at the same time the

DCMFB circuit starts to refresh its reference voltage drop for the capacitors Cx and C2 so that the

output common mode voltage and the bias of the common mode feedback transistors are refreshed.

The spike (Equation (6.3)) has litde effect on the filter performance (which will be explained more

in detail in section 65) because the magnitude of the spike is small and the time duration is short

So, the output voltages will quickly restore their final values determined by the top plate of the

integrating capacitor Ct.

Fig. 6.4 shows the feedthrough overshoot when the fa* clock turns on. This occurs because it

takes time for the op-amp to react as a negative feedback circuit The magnitude of the overshoot

(Fig. 6.4) is given by

AVX =
Q C,

(AV2~)

C,+
C, + CL

where AV2 is the magnitude of the output step as shown in Fig. 6.4, capacitor CL is the load capaci

tor. The larger the magnitude of the overshoot, the longer the slewing time is required.

C/+Q. (6.7)
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Supply voltage

Active area*1

Open loop voltage gain

Power (stand by)

Ouput Swing

Input-referred noise
(@lKHz)

Unity-gain bandwidth 10 MHz
(@1.5PFload)

±1 Voulput settle to within lmV 670 ns
(capacitive load 4.5pF)

Table 6.3 Op-amp designed performance

-90-

±2.5 V

80 mil2

64 dB

220 fi W

±2 V

320 nV/Hz1' 2

*1 Includes choppers and chopper bus
lines
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Fig. 6.3 SPICE simulation of a chopper stabilized integrator
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T±

(a)

vf
Jav:

.£ AV, t J*

AV0 = AV^ AV2

(b)

Fig. 6.4 (a) Switched capacitor integrator
(b) Overshoot of an integrator at the beginning of clock <£r
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62. AFifth Order LP PCM Chopper Stabilized Switched-Capacitor Filter

Applying the design techniques for scaling MOS analog circuits discussed in Chapter 5, an
experimental high performance scalable switched capacitor filter has been implemented. The
switched capacitor PCM filter realized is a fifth order elliptic low pass ladder filter with four
transmission zeros. The filter requires five op-amps. Fig. 6.5 shows the filter in passive com

ponents from which the switched capacitor filter is derived. The pole/zero location and the fre
quency response of this filter are shown in Fig. 6.6 (not to scale).

Fig. 6.7 shows the microphotograph of the experimental chip prototype. TTie chip was fabri
cated in a3nm p-well CMOS process with agate oxide thickness of 500 Xand acapacitor oxide
tickness of 600*. TTie process has one layer of metal, two layers of polysilicon. The metal pitch
is 7pm. TTie total active area of the filter is 1000 square mils or 200 square mils per pole, where

(t)

Fig. 6.5 A 5th. order elliptic low-pass LC ladder filter
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-* o~

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.6 (a) Poles and zeros in an S place
(b) Magnitude frequency response of the LC ladder filter shown

in Fig. 6.5 (not to scale)
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Fig. 6.7 Microphotograph of the chip prototype
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the active area is interpreted as the nominal area of the minimum rectangular enclosing the whole

filter, but not including clock generators.

The schematic of the switched capacitor PCM filter with 3 dB bandwidth 3.4 kHZ is shown

in Fig. 6.8. SWAP [45] simulation of this chopper stabilized SCF is shown in Fig. 6.9. The capa

citance of the unit capacitor is 0.26pF. One unit capacitor of 21p. by 21|i is used for all the sam

pling capacitors except the termination capacitors in the first and the last integrators.

In the following sections, practical design considerations on the scalable switched capacitor

filter will be discussed. These are the fundamental limitation of KT/C noise, chopper stabilized

integrator for the switched capacitor filters, clocking sequence of the chopper stabilized filter and

layout strategies to minimize the area.

6.2.1. KT/C Noise Limited Dynamic Range

In order to achieve the required dynamic range of the filter (85dB or more) for a total supply

voltage of 5 volts, the kT/C noise must be kept sufficiendy small. This dictates a minimum value

for the unit capacitors used in the integrators. A lower bound for the unit capacitor can be

obtained by considering the kT/C limited dynamic range [29]. The actual value of the unit capaci

tor used has to be larger than this lower bound by an amount that depends on the particular filter

structure and operational amplifier noise contribution. In this design, the final value of the unit

capacitor 0.26pF was chosen based on the result of the filter noise simulation performed with the

simulation program SWAP [45].

6.2.2. A Bottom Plate Chopper Stabilized Integrator

A basic building block for a chopper stabilized switched capacitor filter is shown in Fig. 6.10.

The chopper stabilized integrator is composed of input bottom plate switched sampling capacitors

and a chopper stabilized op-amp with dynamic common mode feedback circuits. PMOS switches

only are used at the top plate .of input sampling switches (cf Section 6.1.1). On the other hand.
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because switches A/37 - MA2 (Fig. 6.2) are associated with ground potential or negative bias, NMOS

transistors are used. CMOS switches however, must be used at the op-amp output chopper in order

to pass both positive and negative large signals.

The choppers are implemented by switches. This particularly simple implementation is pos

sible because both signal polarities are available in a fully differential configuration. Note the sig

nal polarity between the input and the output choppers is reversed twice during each chopper

period. Signal polarity before the input chopper and after the output chopper, on the other hand,

remains the same during any chopper period. Hence, the DCMFB circuit is placed after the output

chopper instead of between the choppers in order to eliminate the need to charge and discharge the

DCMFB capacitors Cx - C4 once per period.

623. Filter Clocking Sequence and Considerations

The entire circuit runs on a two phase nonoverlapping clock of frequency 256 kHz for the

bottom plate sampling capacitors. The chopper runs at a frequency that is one half of the main

filter clock frequency. The chopper clocks change state during the idle time between the sampling

and the transferring of the integrator as shown in Fig. 6.11a. DCMFB uses the main filter clocks,

which are also used for the bottom plate sampling and transferring. Only when the integrator sam

ples the input, capacitors C3 and C4 set up reference voltages for capacitors Cx and C2. When the

integrator transfers charge, capacitors C3 and C4 are refreshed to V^,. instead (Fig. 6.10). The rela

tive clocking sequence of sampling clock $s, transferring clock <{>7 and chopper clock $Ch IS sum"

marized in Fig. 6.11b.

Because the filter runs at a frequency of 256 kHz and the chopper clock runs at 128 kHz with

a 50% duty cycle, 1/f noise components at the output of the chopper stabilized op-amp are moved

to odd harmonics of the chopper frequency 128kHz, i.e. at 128(2m+ l)kHz where m is an integer.

From this argument, it can be easily seen that the op-amp output signal spectrum sampled by the

following stage are located at the multiples of the main filter frequency 256 kHz, i.e. at
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*i

<* 'i

Fig. 6.11 (a) Clocking sequence of the main filter clock, chopper clock and the DCMFB clock
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128-(2m)kHz. Signal and 1/f noise are alternate in the frequency domain. Fig. 6.12 shows the sig

nal and 1/f noise spectrum of an open loop chopper stabilized op-amp sampled by a main filter

clock of frequency 256 kHz. 1/f noise components are equally spaced in between the integer mul

tiples of the filter clock frequency 256 kHz. This is optimum in terms of the aliasing minimum 1/f

noise to the passband.

6J. Layout Strategies

One of the research goals of this project is to achieve an area for the switched capacitor filter

that approaches the theoretical minimum value. The metal pilch of this 3\i CMOS technology is

7p. and determines the minimum area possible. Therefore, in addition to using minimum transistor

sizes whenever possible, some other layout strategies were used.

Symmetric layout is maintained throughout the filter as much as possible in order to achieve

the advantages of a differential circuit.

Chopper switches with chopper clock bus lines are laid out together with op-amp core

transistors. To ease interconnection and save area, some of op-amp signal lines in metal pass over

the gates of input transistors. Any coupling of spurious noises due to these overpassing metal lines

are primarily common mode signals and hopefully do not affect the differential signals.

All clock bus lines run in polysilicon and also extend to form switches. Because of the small

size of the filter, the RC time constant associated with the polysilicon clock lines is only several

nano seconds, which is negligible for the clock rate used in the filter (256 kHz). In a scaled imple

mentation, the RC time constant of a polysilicon line is reduced if the sheet resistance is still the

same after the scaling (Table 3.2).

DCMFB capacitors Cx - C4 do not consume extra silicon area, since they are laid out under

neath the interconnection metal bus lines. Any noise picked up by these capacitors is seen primarily

as a common mode signal if the capacitors match well.
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Fig. 6.12 (a) Signal and 1/f noise spectrum of an open loop chopper stabilized op-amp
DCMFB clocked at 128 kHz

(b) sampled at output by a main filter clock of frequency 256 kHz
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The resulting area of a chopper stabilized op-amp is 80 mil2. The overall active area of the

filter achieves 200 mil2 per pole.

6.4. Experimental Results

In this section, measured data from the chip prototype will be discussed.

The filter supply voltage is ±2.5V, and the total power consumption is 1.25 mW or 250 \iW

per pole. An overall filter response is shown in Fig. 6.13. The 3dB bandwidth is 3.4 kHz. The

pass-band ripple is well within ±0.125 dB. The stop band attenuation is better than 34 dB for fre

quencies bigher than 4.6kHz. All of the above data agree well with simulated results obtained from

the program SWAP. Detailed plots of the passband response of the filter for different values of the

supply voltage are shown in Fig. 6.14. Curve (a) is for the nominal value of ±2.5 V while curve

(b) and (c) correspond to a 10 % increase and decrease of the supply voltage respectively. The

magnitude variation is less than 0.005 dB. This demonstrates the small sensitivity of the filter to a

change in the power supply voltage.

Power supply rejection ratio as a function of frequency in the range 0 to 10 kHz for both

positive and negative supply is illustrated by Fig. 6.15. Better than 50 dB for positive and 40 dB

for negative rejection at 1 kHz are achieved. The rejection of both negative and positive supplies

for frequencies up to 1 MHz is shown in Fig. 6.16. This is an important specification for a scaled

switched-capacitor filter because a large amount of digital noise energy easily falls in this fre

quency range.

Fig. 6.17 shows the measured equivalent input noise of the open loop op-amp with and

without chopper. The op-amp noise is reduced by 20 dB at frequency 1 kHz if the DCMFB and

the chopper are clocked at 256 kHz and 128 kHz respectively. The input equivalent op-amp noises

with DCMFB clocked at 25 kHz (chopper clocked at 12.5 kHz) are shown in Fig. 6.18. It can be

seen that the 1/f noise spectrum is, as expected, moved to 12.5 kHz and 37.5 kHz which are the

odd harmonics of the chopper frequency 12.5 kHz. The noise at 25 kHz is corresponding to the
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Fig. 6.15 Power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) for frequency range from 0 to 10 kHz
(a) positive PSRR
(b) negative PSRR
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Fig. 6.17 Measured equivalent input noise spectrum of the open loop op-amp of
frequency range from 0 to 10 kHz.
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spike generated by the DCFMB circuit which uses a clock rate of 25 kHz.

The filter output noise spectrum with and without chopper stabilization is shown in Fig. 6.19.

The noise reduction at 1 kHz due to the choppers of frequency 256 kHz is 4 dB. Fig. 6.20 shows

the measured filter output noise of main filter clock 25 kHz and chopper clock 12.5kHz. The 1/f

noise harmonics appear at 12.5 kHz and 37.5 kHz which are the odd harmonics of the chopper fre

quency 12.5 kHz. The noise component at 25 kHz, as in the op-amp case, is the spike noise

caused by the DCMFB circuiL In a switched capacitor application, DCMFB spike does not affect

the passband signal, because the DCMFB circuit must be designed in such a way, as mentioned

earlier, that the magnitude and the time duration of the spike are so small that the op-amp outputs

will return to their original voltages quickly. Besides this, the DCMFB clocking noise is located at

256 kHz which is much higher than the 3 kHz of the passband frequency range of interest There

is nevertheless, a solution to totally remove this DCMFB spike noise aliased to the passband. This

will be discussed in section 6.5.

Filter noise improvement due to the chopper will be larger in finer linewidth implementa

tions. The noise reduction by the chopper is small due to the fact that the 1/f noise level for this

particular run of the process was smaller than expected. Moreover, KT/C noise dominates and is

not affected by the chopper stabitization technique. This will be discussed in section 6.5. The total

c-message weighted filter output noise for the nominal clock (256 kHz) is 135 \iV. The maximum

differential output swing for a 1 kHz sinusoidal input that gives less than 1% total harmonic distor

tion (THD) is 3.11 V^,,. The resulting dynamic range is 87 dB.

The total harmonic distortion for a 4 Vpp output at 1 kHz is - 67 dB. A summary of the

filter performance is shown in table Table 6.4.

6-5. Discussions

Two distinct features of the op-amp architecture employed are the dynamic common mode

feedback and the chopper stabilization technique. The major concern is the extra noise and area
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Fig. 6.20 Measured filter output noise spectrum of main filter clock frequency 25 kHz
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Active area 1000 mil2

Supply voltage ±2.5 V

Output swing (RMS)
C <1%THD*

3.11 V

Power dissipation 1250 At W

Clock frequency 256 KHz

Positive PSRR
(@ 1 kHz)

50 dB

Negative PSRR
(@ 1 kHz)

. 40 dB

Passband ripple <±0.125 dB

Stop band rejection
(>4\6 kHz)

34 dB

THD
(2 VDD output 1kHz)

-67 dB

Dynamic range
(C weighted)

87 dB

Table 6.4 Filter measured performance at room temperature
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created by these two features, especially the op-amp area with additional chopper circuits. In this

section, the noise contribution from the DCMFB and the nonideality of the chopper clocks will be

discussed. Following these, area advantage of the chopper stabilization technique in scaled technol

ogy will be discussed.

6.5.1. Noise Contribution by the DCMFB Circuits

6.5.1.1. KT/C Noise

Fig. 6.21a shows the equivalent input KT/C noise power density voltage sources, and

—-, of integrator A with DCMFB op-amp. The former, **?*, is the equivalent input KT/C noise

v2, .
power density of integrator A due to DCMFB circuit of the previous stage. The latter — is the

2KTequivalent input KT/C noise power density of integrator A which is given by -rpr (Equation 4.6).
Jf~s

For the time being, only the contribution of DCMFB KT/C noise from the previous stage is con

sidered. The equivalent circuit to calculate the KT/C noise due to DCMFB circuit of the previous

stage is shown in Fig. 6.21b where Cx is the DCMFB integrating capacitor, C3 is the DCMFB sam

pling capacitor, C, is input sampling capacitor of the integrator A, fl3 = -rrr is the equivalent

v*3
resistance associated with the DCMFB switched capacitor C3, — = 2KT/?3 is the noise power den-

sity due to R-$ and Rs =ypr is the equivalent resistance associated with the switched capacitor Cs

of integrator A. Note that the noise for frequency range from - « to + «» due to Rs is not con

sidered at this moment. The transfer function from the noise voltage source v3 to the voltage across

capacitor C, (Fig. 6.21b), vx, is given by

H(s) = — (6.8a)
v3
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Fig. 6.21 (a) and —- are the equivalent input KT/C noise

sources of integrator A composed of DCMFB op-amp.
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Fig.6.21 (b) Equivalent circuit to calculate the KT/C noise due to DCMFB
circuit of the previous stage

(c) Transfer function of equivalent circuit (b)
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a l- (6.8b)
^R3Cu„RsCs + s(R3Ctot +R3C, + RSCJ + 1

where Cm is the sum of capacitors Cx, C3 and C/. It can be shown that the system function H(s)

has two negative real poles Px and P2 (Fig. 621c).

For simplicity, suppose two sampling capacitors C, and C3 are of the same value, i.e. /?3 =R,.

The contributed noise is larger than the actual value if only the smaller pole Px is considered (Fig.

C
621c). —- < 1 for practical cases, so the smaller pole ?! of the two poles is given by

p. =j£-<i - Is-) («-9>

- l (6.9b)

The equivalent input KT/C noise power density contributed from DCMFB of the previous stage is

therefore given by:

ijSfi. =2m, —i— - »-251 (6.10)
A/" ^3^«or /* ^^»i

Combining (4.6) with (6.10), the total equivalent input KT/C noise power density &&& of integra

tor A is given by:

££*=£<. +£*+*2£L.± J_} (611)

a for-oo</< + «

where C«, is the equivalent sampling capacitor of the integrator A (Fig. 6.21) to generate the

amount of the total equivalent input KT/C noise power density. For most of the application, sam

pling capacitor Cs is much smaller than sum of the capacitors C„ Cx and Ch i.e. C, < Cut. Thus,

KT/C noise contribution due to DCMFB circuit is negligible from Equation 6.11.
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6.5.1.2. Clocking Noise

A spike is generated each time when DCMFB integrating capacitors Cx and C2 are refreshed

because of the charge redistribution of the DCMFB integrating capacitors (CJC^ and DCMFB

switched capacitors (Cj/C^). This spike is a differential mode, however it mainly does not affect

the passband signal. This isbecause spike magnitude is small practically (Equation 6.3) and appears

only for a short time interval. The op-amp charges/discharges the DCMFB capacitors and restores

the output voltages to their original values quickly. In a sample and hold system, only the quiescent

state matters.

If the DCMFB circuit uses the same clock frequency as that of the chopper frequency which

is half of the main filter clock frequency, then the spike spectrum will fall at the first harmonic of

the chopper frequency. In this case, the DCMFB clocking noise (spike) sampled by the next stage

will never be aliased into the passband. Instead, the DCMFB spike will be moved to the odd har

monics of the chopper frequency as those of the 1/f noise harmonics (Fig. 6.22). This method is

not employed in this design because the concern of layout area.

6.5.2. Noise Contribution by the Chopper

The chopper stabilization technique mentioned earlier not only removes the colored noise at

low frequency but also the DC noise. Therefore, any DC noise introduced by the the circuits

between the input chopper and output chopper can be removed by the chopper operation. Besides,

if any noise due to chopper appears as common mode voltages, they can cancel each other to the

first order by the fully differential configuration. Possible noises generated by chopper process are

charge injection, clock feedthrough, 1/f noiseand thermal noise.

6.5.2.1. Chopper Noise

Charge injection noise due to the chopper at the summing node is thus negligible, because

the summing nodes are at the virtual ground (same voltage). The fully differential configuration,
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again, to the first order not only cancels the clock feedthrough but also the charge injection noise.

The choppers change state during the idle time of the sampling clock fo and the transferring clock

<fo. of the main filter (Fig. 6.11). 1/f noise contributed by chopper switches is only during a short

transient time and negligible, because there is no current through the chopper switches at steady

state.

Because the turn-on resistance of the chopper switch is small (only several KCl's), the ther

mal noise caused by the switch is therefore small. Thermal noise caused by the chopper actually

can be treated as part of the op-amp input thermal noise. Thus the chopper thermal noise is also

seen as KT/C noise and is negligible for an integrator with finite op-amp output impedance if the

equivalent thermal noise resistance due to the chopper and the op-amp is smaller than the inverse
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of the op-amp overall transconductance (4.21b).

6.5.2.2. Nonideality of the Chopper Clocks

The ideal chopper clock is a periodic pulse with symmetric amplitude, 50% duty cycle and

zero rising/falling time as shown in Fig. 6.23. The chopper frequency is chosen at half of the filter

clock frequency as mentioned earlier in order to minimize the alias ofthe 1/f noise sampled by the

next stage (Chapter 5). Therefore, it requires that chopper clock does not have DC component and

other even harmonics of the chopper frequency.

Some examples of nonideal chopper clock which will be discussed in this section are (1)

unsymmetric amplitude with duty cycle 50% as shown in Fig. 6.24, (2) symmetric amplitude but

with duty cycle *50% as shown in Fig. 6.25, and (3) finite rising/falling time (Fig. 626).

6.5.2.2.1. Case 1

There is a DC component (at CD =0) if the amplitude of the clock of duty cycle 50% is not

symmetric. This will result in a 1/f noise component at the passband. The passband 1/f noise power

density component due to the DC of the chopper clock is weighted by

Soc=(*fA-j)2 (<U2)
where A is the amplitude of the pulse (Fig. 624), 8 is the duty cycle and y is the factor to count

for the unsymmetric magnitude. The magnitude of 1/f noise at DC can be neglected so long as the

DC magnitude of the clock is small. For example, if 5=50% and y= 0.9 (10% off the center),

then the aliased 1/f noise in passband SDC is only 1% of the original 1/f noise. Note that besides

the passband 1/f noise, other 1/f noise components are at odd harmonics of the chopper frequency,

because the chopper duty cycle is still 50%.

In this design, chopper operation is realized by steering the signal one way or the other using

the switches which are controlled at gates of MOS devices by the chopper clocks. Therefore, the

unsymmetric amplitude as shown in Fig. 624 is very unlikely.
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6.5.2.2.2. Case 2

If the duty cycle of the chopper is not 50%, the chopper clock in the frequency domain has

not only the DC component (6.12) but also has other even harmonic components of the chopper

clock (Fig. 6.25). Thus the 1/f noise appears at the passband due to DC component of the clock is

similar to case 1. And the 1/f noise at even harmonics of the chopper frequency will be aliased to

the passband when sampled by the next stage.

6.5.2.2.3. Case 3

For simplicity, waveforms of the rising and falling edges are assumed to be symmetric as

shown is Fig. 6.26. Then chopper clocks show smaller side lobes and, in the ultimate case, give

more number of zeros in addition to the sampling zero crossings in frequency domain [46]. This

results in a less number of noise harmonics and smaller 1/f noise components. However, there are

still even harmonics which are undesirable if the duty cycle of the clock is not 50%.

The RC time constant of the chopper switches is only several nano seconds which is negligi

ble compared with the chopper clock period of 7.8 micro-seconds (128 kHz). Thus the effect due

to finite rising and falling time in this design is negligible.

If the signal is modulated by a sinusoidal wave at a frequency of half of the main filter clock,

then, only one 1/f noise component appears at the chopper frequency. However the realization of

the chopper is not so simple and besides, the chip needs an extra generator and additional clock bus

lines.

653. Chopper Stabilized Op-amp in Scaled Technology

There are two major issues in the using of the chopper stabilization techniques. One is the

degree of effectiveness of the filter noise reduced by chopper. The second issue is whether the area

consumed by the chopper is justified.
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6.5.3.1. Noise Improvement

As mentioned earlier, the reduction of the op-amp noise with chopper clock of 128 kHz

turned on is 20 dB at 1kHz. However the improvement of the filter noise with the chopper of the

same frequency is only 4 dB at 1kHz. The discrepancy is because the op-amp noise improvement

due to chopper is the reduction of the noise density of a single stage op-amp. In the case of sam

pled data system, as the switched capacitor filter, the alias of the white noise due to the op-amp

thermal noise and KT/C noise needs to be considered.

The calculated KT/C noise density of this particular filter caused by the 5 integrators is

already 1.66 u,v/V#z which accounts for 10 dB of the filter white noise that is not affected by the

chopper operation.

6.5.3.2. Area Consideration

The goal of employing the chopper stabilization technique is to remove 1/f noise. Input dev

ice sizes can also be reduced because it is not necessary to use a large devices so long as the tran-

sconductance is large enough. The concern of using the chopper stabilization technique is the cost

of the area for chopper switches and chopper clocks. The conventional method to minimize the 1/f

noise is by increasing the area of input device sizes. For the same amount of reduction of the 1/f

noise, a comparison in area of these two methods based on the chip prototype realized and the

design rule used will be discussed in this section.

The op-amp noise reduction at 1 kHz by chopper is 20 dB or 10-fold improvement. If the

chopper is not used, the area of the input device of the op-amp needs to be increased 10 times over

the current device area used in order to achieve the same noise performance as the chopper stabil

ized op-amp does. The op-amp area with the chopper is only 80 mil2 which is composed of the

chopper area (\6mil2) and non-chopper area (64m//2) including the chopper bus to be precise.

Using the same design rules, the non-chopped op-amp requires an area ofat least 126 mil2 in order

to achieve the same 20 dB 1/f noise improvement if the conventional method is used. For a fixed
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dynamic range, because the chopper stabilized op-amp costs less area in scaled technologies, one

can project that the chip prototype realized takes smaller area than the area of the non-chopped

counterparts for channel length shorter than 4u- The chip area of other analog circuits is efficient

in general if achopper stabilized op-amp is the major building block of the system.

Nevertheless, the 1/fnoise has to be removed by.the chopper stabilization such that the filter

dynamic range is not process dependent

6.6. Summary

Applying all the circuit techniques for scaling analog circuits discussed in Chapter 5, a scal

able SCF with significandy reduced area per pole relative to commercially available devices of

similar performance was built

Noise contributions and the extra area introduced by the distinct circuit approaches, namely

DCMFB, chopper stabilization are discussed and justified. These circuit techniques are more attrac

tive particularly in scaled technology.



CHAPTER 7

SCALING LIMITS

With the advancement of lithography and pattern technology, scaling of MOS devices of the

conventional structure to the micron or even submicron range is possible without showing severe

short channel effects [20 ]. However, scaling solely for performance enhancement at IC levels

becomes more difficult when other parasitic elements, such as interconnection line capacitance, line

resistance [22] and contact resistance are considered because these parasitic elements are not scaled

[47,20 ,16 ]. This limits the overall performance of the circuit even if the scaled transistor has

better performance. Moreover, it is doubtful that the MOS device can be scaled beyond a certain

limit e.g. 0.1 nm [20 ] and still gain any circuit performance advantages because of the fundamen

tal scaling limit of the device physics.

Analog circuits suffer the MOS short channel effects more severely than digital circuits

because analog circuits operate on continuous signals rather than binary digitized signals. Several

short channel effects of the MOS devices such as DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) and

impact ionization mentioned in Chapter 4 not only degrade the circuit performance (e.g. gain and

signal to noise ratio), but also, in the extreme case, eliminate the short channel MOS devices for

analog circuit applications.

The impact of MOS device scaling on analog circuit performance and solutions associated

with the (moderate) scaling were discussed in Chapter 4 and chapter 5, respectively. In this

chapter, fundamental scaling limits from the device physics standpoint and practical considerations

will be discussed first Following these discussions, ultimate limiting factors of the short channel

MOS devices for circuit designs will be discussed. It is neither the aim nor the scope of this.pro

ject to suggest solutions to device scaling limits which could possibly be solved by new processes

or device structure.

Chap. 7 -130-
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7.1. Fundamental Scaling Limits

Scaling of the MOS devices requires the maintenance of long channel behavior in order to

achieve better circuit performance. However, the basic device physics of the MOS structure deter

mines the fundamental limits of the device scaling. Before reaching the ultimate device limits,

some of the device mechanisms due to short channel effects practically limit the MOS transistors

for circuit applications.

Aside from the device limits, there are two other factors that need to be considered when the

device is scaled down. One is the interconnections and the other is the thermal dissipation. Both

limits affect the chip reliability, architecture and packaging.

7.1.1. Device Scaling Limits

7.1.1.1. Ultimate Limits

The ultimate dimension limit is 200 £ which is the minimum required for the electron inter

face of two materials (100 K each side) such that no breakdown occurs. 100 A is also the dopant

spacing at the degeneracy limit Statistical considerations of the device geometry and electron

scattering prohibit the device to be scaled down beyond this limit [20 ].

7.1.1.2. Practical Limits

A useful MOS device should operate away from the undesirable short channel effects such as

substrate current threshold voltage shift and drain avalanche break down, etc., otherwise, the

transistor performance will be degraded. These undesirable effects are mainly associated with the

channel length, operating voltage and oxide thickness.
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7.1.1.2.1. Channel Length Limitation

The feasible channel length for scaled MOS devices as a function of power supply was

derived by Masuda [16 ] based on the constraints of the subthreshold leakage current, threshold

voltage shift due to short channel length, drain avalanche breakdown, minimum required operating

voltage and physical limits. Masuda showed that the minimum channel length isdetermined by the

drain breakdown effect when power supply is large. Other than this large power supply range, the

problem of the threshold voltage shift dominates in the determination of the minimum channel

length.

Another consideration in the scaling limit associated with the channel length is the series

source/drain resistance. Beyond some point of scaling the channel length, the series source/drain

resistance is eventually comparable to the channel resistance when the MOS transistor is biased in

the operating mode. Then the scaled MOS device can no longer preserve the long channel charac-

a

teristics. The transconductance gm = —— is degraded by the feedback source resistance.
1 + gmoRs

7.1.1.2.2. Gate Oxide Thickness Limitation

For thin oxide devices, the oxide breakdown is an important limiting factor. Gate tunneling

current occurs before the oxide breakdown is reached [16 ]. With the constraints of the subthres

hold current and the tunneling current Masuda showed the possible gate oxide thickness as a func

tion of the power supply. The minimum oxide thickness derived is 94 A [16 ].

7.1.2. Interconnection Scaling Limits

7.1.2.1. Electromigration

Under scaling, the current per unit width of a transistor increases. Coupled with the decrease

of the conductor width the conductor current density becomes larger. For a particular kind of con-
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ducting material, there is a certain limit of current density, e.g. ltfA/cm2 for aluminum, beyond

which the electromigration occurs and results in the breaking of the conductors. Obviously, this

can be prevented by just widening the metal with less area density.

7.1.2.2. Edge Capacitance

There are two parasitic capacitance components associated with the conductors. One is the

parallel capacitance between the conductors and the substrate. The other one is the edge capaci

tance between the conductor edge and the substrate. The parallel component is proportional to the

conductor width. The edge capacitance, however, is almost constant After scaling, the former

component becomes smaller. These two components are comparable to each other when the con

ductor width shrinks to around 1 u, [20 ]. The parallel capacitance component can of course be

minimized by the increase of the field oxide thickness.

An additional capacitance is the line-to-line capacitance when the conductor spacing is small

enough. This can be solved by routing a ground conductor line next to signal bus lines at the

expense of extra area.

7.1.23. Wire Resistance

Fine patterns usually require thin films. This increases sheet resistance because the resistance

is inversely proportionally to the line thickness. Together with the capacitance mentioned above,

the increasing of the line resistance after scaling results in larger RC time constants which ulti

mately limit circuit speed and dynamic range.

Notice that in general the same circuit after scaling in the same technology can take advan

tage of the smaller RC time constants to improve circuit performance (Table 3.2) until the conduc

tor is scaled beyond a limit such that the line edge capacitance dominates ( <1 \i in aluminum case)

or sheet resistance increases because thin film is used.
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7.1.3. Thermal Considerations

The maximum power that a chip can dissipate is determined by either the number of the

transistors or the clock rate of the chip. The ultimate limit of the power that silicon can tolerate is

10 W that is the band gap of silicon [20 ]and it is the fundamental limit of the material.

Standby power can be minimized by the use of CMOS devices in conjunction with the power

off circuit in digital circuits. In analog applications, class AB op-amps consume small standby

power.

12. Circuit Ultimate Limiting Factors

All the limiting factors in circuit applications are mainly caused by the high transverse elec

tric field when the channel length is reduced. The substrate current threshold voltage shift due to

hot electrons injected into gate oxide (for NMOS devices) and drain avalanche breakdown are gen

erally referred to as hot electron effects. Because the electron has longer mean free path to acquire

more energy from the channel transverse field, the hot electron effect starts earlier in the scaled

NMOS devices. The following discussion, therefore, is focused on the NMOS devices. The degra

dation of MOS devices due to impact ionization shows at least three symptoms [48]: (1) shift in the

dVthreshold AVt [17 ](2) shift in the subthreshold swing («tj-~- )AS [48], and (3) reduction in the

transconductance in the linear or saturation regions Agw [50]. It is interesting to notice that these

three symptoms, AK,, AS and Agm are linearly related to one another [48]. One more symptom is

the reduction of the device output resistance due to the substrate current

There are other short channel hot electron effects such as light emission, hot electron emis

sion and interface damage [48] which are far beyond the usable operating range for circuit applica

tion.

Beside problems of high field effects, one more limiting factor is the subthreshold current

which occurs when the device is biased in the weak inversion region.
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7.2.L Subthreshold Leakage Currents

When the gate voltage is just below the threshold voltage, the device is biased in the weak

inversion region, the corresponding current is called the subthreshold current which is a fundamen

tal limit of the MOS circuits. In the subthreshold region* the drain current varies exponentially

with the gate voltage. The subthreshold current is a criterion [51] for determining a long channel or

a short channel device. In a long channel case, the subthreshold current is not drain dependent for

VD > 3kT/q and VG < V,. For a short channel case, however, the subthreshold current is dependent

of the drain voltage under the same conditions. Acommon figure of merit tomonitor the subthres

hold current is the subthreshold swing S which is defined as the gate voltage below threshold vol

tage needed to reduce the drain current by one decade ( Equation (3.13a)), i.e.

S a In lO-rr-T- ^'la)d]nID

s^lnHKl+ -£*•) <7-lb>
q Cax

where CD is the surface depletion layer capacitance per unit area and Cox is the gate oxide capaci

tance per unit area.

The subthreshold current determines how fast the MOS device is turned on and off, it is

therefore important when MOS transistor is used as a switch. If the threshold voltage is designed

too low, then when the gate voltage is turned off, there is still a significant amount of current that

continues to flow in the channel. The impact of the subthreshold current on charge-storage circuits

is the leakage of stored charge on a capacitor. In a switched capacitor circuit application, it means

the signal stored will disappear.

Because the subthreshold swing S is not always scalable (Table 3.1), the weak inversion

region is particularly important when the power supply is reduced in scaled technologies. In fact,

the minimum power supply required for a MOS device used as a switch is determined by the

subthreshold current which in turn is determined by the subthreshold swing S (Equation 7.1). The

ideal subthreshold voltage swing at room temperature is (S)^ = ln(10) = 57 mV. If the
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power supply Vps = V& - Va is, at least, n times larger than the threshold voltage Vt, and the

current at Va is 10" times smaller than the current at threshold voltage Vtt then the required power

supply for the MOS as a switch is

Vp, £ n V, = n-m S

Forn = 5 andm= 5 [16 ] of a MOS switch at room temperature, the minimum power supply ( V^)

required is 1.43 V. In the analog application, the minimum power supply is associated with the

voltage necessary to bias the transistors in the saturation region; and it is usually larger than 1.43

V.

7.2.2. Threshold Voltage Shift

Noticeable threshold voltage shift is observed in small geometry. In short channel devices,

the threshold voltage decreases because of the source-drain charging effect In narrow channel dev

ices, the threshold voltage increases due to related depletion region spreading laterally in the sub

strate along the channel width. For a particular process, the channel width in a circuit should be

large enough to avoid the narrow width effect in order not to degrade the transconductance.

Beside the voltage shift due to the shrinkage of the horizontal dimensions, for very short

channel devices, DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) also causes the threshold voltage decrease

as the drain voltage increases [16 ]. Wong et al. derived an expression including the DIBL effect

[12 ]:

'.-(^-(Irr4*^ (7*2)
where g* is the device output conductance, IDsat is the saturation drain current with the effect of

threshold voltage shift considered, gm is the device transconductance and t\ is a technology depen

dent parameter.

From (7.2), the device output resistance is proportional to the cubic power of the channel

length L. This strong dependence of output resistance on the channel length is not tolerable for

analog circuit application. Both DIBL and hot electron substrate current (next section) tend to
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lower the output resistance and hence decrease the available gain of an amplifier.

One more effect which results in the positive shift of the threshold is the hot electrons

injected into the gate oxide. This will be discussed separately later.

123. Substrate Currents

When the drain voltage is sufficiendy high, substrate current will be generated because weak

avalanche occurs within the drain punch through region [51]. The substrate current is in fact one

of the impact ionization phenomena. The substrate current first increases, then, decreases with the

gate voltage at a given drain voltage. The rise of the current is due to the increase of the drain

current with the gate voltage and eventually falls at larger gate voltages due to the decrease of the

channel field at the drain punch through region. The peak occurs when these two factors are bal

anced. As the source to drain separation is reduced, the impact ionization occurs at a lower drain

voltage as does the substrate current

Using a unified equation for hot electron currents [52,53], an analytical breakdown model

[54,55] and derived small signal parameters [26], the effect of the substrate current on drain current

and output conductance are demonstrated in Fig. 7.1 [26]. The finite substrate resistance can be

represented by a shunt resistance between the drain and the substrate as shown .in Fig. 4.2. As the

substrate current flows across this shunt resistance, the reverse junction potential between the source

and the substrate decreases which causes the drain current to be increased and output resistance to

be decreased. A circuit solution to this kind of performance degradation was discussed in Chapter

5.

7.2.4. Hot Electrons Injected to Gate Oxide

Another limiting factor related to high field impact ionization is the gate oxide charging [17 ]

when a stress voltage is applied to the gate and drain. Electrons that overcome the Si-Si02 energy

barrier and inject to the gate oxide are from the inversion layer or avalanche plasma formed near
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the drain or the bulk. The most prominent effects of the injection of electrons into the gate oxide

are the reduction of the transconductance due to reduced channel mobility, increase of substrate

current due to the increase of the interface trap density, and the increase of the threshold voltage.

The degradation of the oxide charging is cumulative, therefore oxide charging effect limits

the maximum voltage levels that can be applied or the minimum channel length, that can be used

for a given specific device lifetime.

12.5. Drain Breakdown

The drain breakdown of a MOS device is determined by avalanche breakdown of the PN

drain junction caused by the high field between the gate and drain, and the lateral bipolar effect [16

].

A MOS transistor with a shorter channel length has a higher channel transverse electric field

that has its maximum at the drain end of the channel, hence the decrease of the drain breakdown

voltage of a scaled MOS device is imminent [49]. For analog applications, the drain breakdown

region should be completely avoided.

Rg. 7.2 [49] shows the maximum allowed drain voltage as a function of channel length with

scaling limiting factors, i.e. drain breakdown, parasitic bipolar, oxide charging and punch through.

As the channel length is reduced, different mechanisms limit the maximum drain voltage; and

hence determine the power supply that can be used and, in turn decide the maximum output swing

available in the circuiL These limiting factors are for a particular set of device parameters. For

example, for a channel length less than 3 u. and power supply at 5 V, the oxide charging effect is

more important than the parasitic bipolar effect. With other choices of parameters, the relative

importance of the mechanisms changes. Nevertheless, the maximum voltage or equivalently, the

minimum channel length which makes the device immune from these limiting factors imposes the

power supply upper bound of the circuiL And the region beyond this upper bound must beavoided

in the application of analog circuits because transconductance degradation, threshold shift, snapback
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7.3. Area Projection of the SCF

In this section, an area projection of the filter realized for a fixed dynamic range under CE

and CV scaling laws will be discussed. Fig. 7.3 shows the area projection versus the channel

length.

Under CE scaling, the projected filter area decreases for channel length scaled from 3 |i to

1.7 u, but increases for channel length shorter than 1.7 u- This is because the interconnection and

the op-amp area dominate the total filter area for channel length larger than 1.7 |jl For channel

length less than 1.7 u, however, the capacitor area dominates, and the capacitor area must be

increased in order to keep the dynamic range unchanged because the power supply is scaled.
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Overall area of the chip prototype decreases if CV scaling law is applied. The total area

decreases monotonically even when capacitor area dominates. This is because the voltage is not

scaled. So, it is not necessary to increase the capacitance in order to maintain constant dynamic

range. Furthermore, because the capacitance per unit area increases with scaling, the required area

to produce a fixed value of capacitance becomes smaller with scaling.

With a feature size of 1.5 \i, and still a 5 V power supply voltage, the expected area of the

experimental filter is 82 mil2 per pole instead of200 mil2.

7.4. Summary

The ultimate limit to scaling a MOS device is the minimum dimension required for the inter

face of different materials. Parasitic elements of interconnection and thermal power dissipation of

the chip are basic constraints. Reduction of the channel length and the oxide thickness of a useful

scaled MOS transistor is practically limited by the short channel effects, namely threshold voltage

shift, hot electrons injected into gate oxide, and drain break down, which result in the variation of

threshold voltage, the increase of subthreshold voltage swing, the decrease of transconductance and

the output resistance. Another parameter that does not scale linearly (Equation 3.13b) is subthres

hold current which shows the cut off characteristics of a MOS device. Table 7.1 shows the MOS

scaling for LSI and VLSI [47].

A projection of the prototype switched capacitor filter realized in even more dramatically

scaled technologies indicates that the area can still be further scaled.
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1. Feature

2. Density

3. Channel Length

4. Cate Delay

5. Supply Voltage

6. Power Dissipation

7. Power Delay Product

8. Cate Oxide

9. Parasitic Elements

LSl

(1970-1980)

1/X<

VLSI

1980-

-143-

• Limited by lithography, etching technologies

• Limited by desfgn. registration, interconnect

• Limited by short channel effect, system voltage,
reliability requirements

• Intrinsic device delay limited by velocity saturation,
gate dielectric, parasitic resistance

• In circuit delay lioited by interconnect resistance,
line capacitance, current drive capability .

• Lower system supply voltages mandatory from dielectric
breakdown, hot electron injection reliability consid
erations

• Sub-threshold leakage does not scale. Larger leakage
due to barrier lowering, drain modulation

• Speed power product enhancements limited by parasistlcs,
interconnect limitations

• Cate thickness lOoA required with significantly severe
process control, defect constraints

• Do not scale, contact resistance Increases with area
reduction with reliability hazard

Table 7.1 MOS scaling of LSI and VLSI [46]



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The overall objectives of this thesis were to explore new circuit and system techniques that

will allow switched capacitor signal processing circuits realized in scaled technologies to more

closely approach the theoretical minimum area calculated [29] than in the pasL

Several circuit approaches to the implementation of switched capacitor signal processing

techniques have been described. As a vehicle to test the feasibility of all these approaches, a scal

able switched capacitor filter was realized with significandy reduced area relative to commercially

available devices of similar performance. A projection of this result in even more dramatically

scaled technologies than the one used indicates that the area can still be further reduced.

8.1. Future Directions

To reduce area, improve bandwidth, and improve matching, future work will be directed to

take advantage of scaled technologies.

Applying the circuit approaches proposed for scaling analog circuits, the existing voice band

applications of the switched-capacitor techniques, e.g. telecommunication [5,56], speech processing

[57,58] and adaptive networks [59], can use scaled technology to achieve small area, low power

and high performance. Because of the high device unity gain frequency, circuit approaches dis

cussed are attractive for high performance and high system level integration in radio and video sig

nal processings e.g. a single chip AM/FM receiver. Further development of MOS charge transfer

techniques are likely for A/D and D/A conversions, especially in high precision application.

Device modeling of two dimensions or three dimensions for small feature size, particularly

for channel length shorter than I5\i [20 ], is still an important task to work on in order to achieve

simulation accuracy of analog circuit performance e.g. device output impedance.

Chap. 8 -I44-
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$2. Conclusions

Digital circuits have always been scalable. This work shows that analog circuits are scalable,

too. Thus analog processing techniques will continue to provide important approaches for complex

system function integrated with digital circuits in scaled technologies.
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APPENDIX A

A CMOS Voltage Current Transducer

CCT (Current-to-Current Transducer), WT (Voltage-to-Voltage Transducer), CVT (Current-

to-Voltage Transducer), VCT (Voltage-to-Current Transducer) or their combination can be integra

tors for the active filters. Integrators with VCT is more applicable for high frequency continuous

filters than that with WT, since the integrating capacitor of VCT integrator is at its forward path

instead of at the feedback path as that of WT integrator [60]. This appendix devotes to a simple

novel CMOS VCT.

A simple source coupled pair can be used as a VCT. High frequency continuous filters have

been built with this kind of VCT elements [61,62]. The linearity and the dynamic range are

inherently limited by the quadratic relation between I and V of the MOS devices. There are

several measures to improve the linearity of the MOS VCT e.g. gm degeneration [63], cancellation

of second order error terms of two gm's [64], quarter wave principle/algebraic cancellation [65,66],

etc. All the circuits associated with these methods published so far are complicated circuit-wise

and/or critical dimension-wise if linearity is required [65].

The linearity of the CMOS VCT propose is achieved by algebraic cancellation. That is a

linear relation between output current i and input voltage x> of a VCT can be obtained by the fol

lowing algebraic operation:

A = (v+ vml4)2

/2 = (v-v<w23)2

Then,

i =h - h =4wm, if vml4 =v„23 s v« (A-^
Then, current i is a linear function of v if vm is constant in the region considered.
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1. Derivation

The relation of output current i and the input voltage v of Fig. A.1 is derived in the follow

ing:

i =Ix - /2 =*[(V +Vml4)2 - (V - V^2]

= k[(viX4 - v2^) + 2v(v)fl23 + vmX4)]

=——*—; CV#-CVw-Vni)]v if v^ »v^ or V^ »V*^ 3V^p
/ 1 +_L-)2 ^A.za;

= 4*vmv

where

(A.2b)

v.^,-(^w+Vff)

Vml4 = V0-(VTnX + VTp4)

VM23=^-(VTn2+7Tp3)

V = V* - V{_

1 1

* -L- +J-

HC0/W\ u.C„ J

*-a,"T(T),a,"T(T)2
If the voltage shift V0 is implemented as shown in Fig. A.2, then

V0 = AV^ + Vwj + AV>, + VTFJ

and

v» a AVM + Vttw + AV>, + Vm - (Vm + Vtp) = dVM + AV>? <A-3)

where Vwx - Vjm a Vw , Vjn = V^ a Vjp

Incorporating (A.3), Equation (A.2b) becomes
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i =[ * (AV*5 +AVp7)]v a $mv
f— + —)2

where gm is the transconductance of Fig. A^ and is defined as:

2. Linearity

From (A.2a), the linearity is dependent on the matching of threshold voltages of NMOS

transistors, MNX and M/v*2; and PMOS transistors, MP2 and MP4, respectively. In a p-well technol

ogy, MNX and MN2 do not have body effect, if the the source is tied to the well. Hence the non-

linearity is solely contributed by the difference of the threshold voltages between MP3 and MP4. If

W
device sizes of MNX/MN2 and MP^MP4 are so chosen such that u.C0— of MNX/MN2 is equal to

that of MPy/MP4, then source nodes of MP2 and MP4 are both at virtual ground. The threshold

voltage of MP2 is therefore equal to that o(MP4t since V* is the same.

3. Input Range

Input range is the smaller one of either the sum of the overdrives of the level shifter com

posed of MN5 and MPn or maximum negative swing available. Optimal input range is achieved

when the following relation maintained.

±(AV* +AVpl) =|[V„- (AV, +V* +Vrf] (A.5)

4. £m Control

By (A.4), the effective gM is varied by bias currents of level shifters whose gate voltages can

be controlled by a PLL.
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5. Circuits Connected to VCT

Circuits connected to a VCT can be class A or class AB of a single stage. There are addi

tional nondominant poles due to current mirrors if class AB is used. Therefore class A ofa single

stage is more suitable for high frequency application because there isonly one non-dominant pole.

6. High Frequency Application

This new CMOS VCT is attractive for high frequency application, since the overall input

device size can be small. However, doublet at source nodes should be high enough.

7. SPICE Simulation Results

The following results are simulated by SPICE2.G and based on MOSIS process parameters.

Device sizes (—)'' of all NMOS's are 5u/4u. and those of PMOS's are 10u/4u- Bias current for

level shifters is 10u\A. The power supply is ±5V.

Linearity Error Differential Input Voltage (V) up to

1.00% 1-18

0.50% 1-02

0.05% 0.90

8. Conclusions

The circuit of this CMOS VCT is simple and its device size ratio required to achieve linear

ity is not critical. It demonstrates good linearity and large input dynamic range. It is attractive for

high frequency application.
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